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EXCELLENCE.
ALWAYS.





Inspiration Wall
The place for answers

Frequent travellers know very well that it’s not always easy to be reached, even 
with the help of the latest wireless technology. The world today is moving 
at a speed that does not allow a company process to stop just because the 
manager in charge is not available. For this reason, it’s mandatory to empower 
all people and enable them to be decision makers, even in unusual or difficult 
situations.
Every enterprise walks its own path in this direction. We chose to write on one 
of our interior walls the basic principles that inspire any decision making within 
the company. Everybody here knows very well that the Inspiration Wall is the 
first place to get an answer to any question.

Here are our principles:

EXCELLENCE. ALWAYS.
The most important thing: mediocrity cannot exist, any action has to be com-
pleted to perfection, without compromise. No effort must be spared to reach 
excellence. We only accept a work perfectly done in every aspect, anything 
else has to be forgotten.

WORK FOR CUSTOMERS’ SUCCESS
The success of our customers is the only reason for our company to exist: if 
we don’t help towards this, we’re completely useless. Each action has to be 
directed exclusively to the success of our customers, any corporate position 
has a meaning only with this scope: our success is having brought our custo-
mers to success.

NEVER GIVE UP
Life today is more and more complex, stressful and difficult: holding on can be 
extremely hard in several situations. But only a strong determination towards 
gaining results can grant the success of our customers and our excellence: 
we can’t give up!

VALUE TALENTS AND INNOVATION
Innovate or die: this is the tough law of today’s industry. True innovation is only 
possible with a team of talented people getting on well with each other and 
who dare to try, considering mistakes an unfortunate necessary step towards 
success, a team constantly searching for solutions to improve our customers’ 
life.

AIM FOR A BETTER WORLD
We have a single planet Earth that was entrusted to us and that we have to 
pass on to future generations: let’s give our small contribution to make it bet-
ter, let’s forget what other people should do and do our part, let’s respect the 
environment, avoid pollution, let’s work hard to grant better working conditions 
within the company and for our customers.

This is our spirit and our mission. We did our best with this book to pass as 
much information and technology as possible and I hope it will be a precious 
working tool as well as pleasant and useful reading. 
   Giovanni Pisi



From easier care to
professional conditioning
A complete catalog with the most recent and innovative 
specialties for care, restoring and professional conditioning 
of leather and fabric upholstery
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Custom made
Technology suits your brand



Having an excellent product isn’t enough any more. 

Who works in the “fashion” industry knows the importance of a large 

marketing support for building and maintaining a successful brand. Using  

Fenice technology inside the rules of the coordinated image of the custo-

mer is the way we chose to assure full satisfaction and the best impact in 

the market. To guarantee excellence in all the production chain, we have 

created FACT - Fenice Artwork Care Team - Fenice artistic manage-

ment, able to cooperate in close touch with marketing and development 

departments of furniture industries. This team allows to offer items in 

the forefront of design, packaging, consumer protection, regulations and 

- obviously - …contents!



Welcome to FENICE, a company that designs, manufactures and 
tests chemical specialties for the leather and automotive industry 
worldwide.

FENICE was founded in 1973 and is located in North Eastern Italy, 
near the world leading tanning area of Arzignano. FENICE is currently 
active in over 50 countries worldwide.

In April of 1994, FENICE was the first Italian chemical industry, oper-
ating in the leather sector, to obtain the UNI EN ISO 9001 prestigious 
quality certification.

FENICE S.p.A.
Company
History and Profile
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Where Fenice
technology started
FENICE’s technicians are working side by side and in-
ternally within the tanneries every day: we know the 
changing leather trends, because we are involved in 
setting them and we know what is on leather because 
leathers are made with our technology. Our leather care 
program is designed to take the tannery technology to 
the hands of the consumer.
A specialized R&D team is devoted to the development 
of products for the care and repair of microfiber and 
fabric to ensure a constant update and technology for 
these fashionable items.



Main production facilities in Valdagno - Italy
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The new production plant for leather care products



Quality Management System
UNI EN ISO 9001:2000

In February 2003, in the occasion of the third 
renewal of the ISO 9001 certification, FENICE SpA 
obtained from the CERTIQUALITY Certifiers the 
update of the Quality Management System
according to the UNI EN ISO 9001:2000 Standard.



FENICE’s laboratories
FENICE’s laboratories are equipped with the latest re-
search and test apparatus which guarantees valid, accu-
rate results at all times. Its research laboratory ensures 
that all FENICE products are technologically advanced, 
while the application laboratory, the Company’s mini-
ature finishing line, is always active in solving custom-
ers’ requirements, creating new items.



Quality control over production

Physical tests lab

Quality control on raw materials
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A smart and motivated team has been dedicated to bring protection, cleaning and 
repair technology to the top levels, providing customers with an exemplary service 
looking after their greatest satisfaction.

Large attention is given to the management of the after sales service for sofa 
manufacturers.

The heart of the “Aftersales Service Management” is in the call centre,  
provided with the highest available technology and with a team able to manage  
any problem promptly and with competence. It also coordinates a diffused  
network of service engineers selected with strict standards over all the 
national territory and subjected to constant training and auditing. 

Customer Satisfaction

18

The laboratory where the Fenice Care System experts 
carry out courses and repairs

Professional repairers’ team 
at Rome convention



Information Technology
The management of claims occurs through a 
dedicated Internet portal, that provides 
the real time information necessary to service  
engineers, manufacturers and stores to follow 
the up-to-date situation of a claim. 
The portal is also able to consult, communicate  
with and update information systems of sofa 
manufacturers who can receive the latest  
information about the after sales service  
progress directly from their systems.

FUllY COvErEd!



From leather
to upholstery
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COMPLIANCE TO INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS GRANTS LONG 
LASTING LEATHER
In order to enjoy a long-lasting life of your leather furniture and your 
leather car interiors, the finished leather has to undergo rigorous tests be-
fore being used on furniture or cars. Such tests check the leather’s color 
fastness, light fastness, tear strength, flex resistance and so on. 
Fenice carries out these tests with its own ultimate machines and appara-
tus according to the recognized international standards. 

The following pages explain the key test methods for upholstery and car 
interior leather.

Visit www.fenicecs.com for further information

A guide to the test methods
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COlOr FASTNESS 
“TO-ANd-FrO rUBBING”
This instrument measures the resistance of the finishing against 
continuous rubbing
The test is carried out by rubbing the sample’s surface with a fabric of dry 
felt (dry test) or wet felt (wet test with water). The test is also carried out 
with a solution similar to human sweat which is very aggressive to leather 
finishing (perspiration test). The action of the rubbing is conducted using 
felt dice made of white wool (or black if the leather sample is white). 
The felt dice are submitted to a standard weight of 1 kg (2.2 pounds); 
they perform an alternate linear movement on the leather surface. Felts 
are checked for color transfer during rubbing. Once the leather starts 
transferring color to the felt, the test is stopped and the number of cycles 
noted as a result. 

As a guide, according to the current European Standard of Upholstery 
Leather Characteristics, the recommended values are as follows:

COlOr FASTNESS TO lIGHT
Solar radiation, temperature, precipitation and oxygen give a start to an 
aging process of the materials, influencing at the same time many of 
their physical properties.  

The FADE-OMETER ATLAS Ci 3000+ is an apparatus with control-
led environmental conditions used to determine the light fast-
ness of various materials.
The instrument accelerates discoloring by means of control of the tem-
perature on the black panel, the temperature of the chamber, humidity 
and light (UV, visible and infa-red). The Ci 3000+ is an apparatus with a 
xenon lamp with controlled radiation that enables a constant exposure 
of light.
Light filters that can easily be interchanged define the spectrum of emis-
sion of the xenon lamp so as to imitate the various conditions of natural 
sunlight in the environment where the various materials will be used.
A xenon lamp that has been correctly filtered is the best imitation avail-
able of typical sunlight. 

The leather test-piece is inserted in the instrument together with a blue 
scale, made of 8 strips of wool fabric, of different standard dyeing. In this 
kind of test, the test-piece is submitted to a light, simulating natural light, 
but much stronger. To be able to quantify the amount of light that hit the 
sample during the test, half of the blue scale is covered vertically and 
then put inside the instrument together with the test-piece. The scale 
and the test-piece will both undergo some variations due to exposure 
to the rays; comparing the part of the scale that had been covered and 
the exposed one, we notice the “quantity” of light that hit the test-piece. 
The amount of light needed to discolor a blue stripe increases from the 
lighter stripe to the darker. A small amount of light will only discolor the 
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ANILINE, SUEDE, NUBUCK SEMI-ANILINE PIGMENTED

dry

wet

perspiration

50 cycles
min. 3 gray scale

20 cycles
min. 3 gray scale

20 cycles
min. 3 gray scale

Upholstery

500 cycles
min. 4 gray scale

80 cycles
min. 3/4 gray scale

50 cycles
min. 3/4 gray scale

Upholstery Car

1000 cycles
min. 4 gray scale

250 cycles
min. 4 gray scale

100 cycles
min. 4 gray scale

500 cycles
min. 4 gray scale

250 cycles
min. 3/4 gray scale

80 cycles
min. 3/4 gray scale

Upholstery Car

1000 cycles
min. 4 gray scale

500 cycles
min. 4 gray scale

100 cycles
min. 4 gray scale

LEATHERS >
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lighter color (the one at the bottom of the picture). An average amount 
of light will discolor 4 stripes, whereas a lot of light will discolor all of 
them. The last modified stripe expresses the quantity of light the leather 
test-piece was exposed to. 

So, the test result will be something like: “After exposing the test-piece 
to a quantity of light equal to 3 of the blue scale, we experienced a dis-
coloring equal to 4 of the gray scale (see next page for a description of 
the gray scale).

Recommended light fastness, according to the current European Stand-
ard of Upholstery Leather are:

GrAY SCAlE 
Evaluation of the color transfer and of the variation of 
color.

There are two kinds of gray scales: the first one is used to 
express an objective evaluation with regard to the transfer of 
color from the test-piece in examination to another material. 
The second scale is used to give a countable value to the var-
iation of color, i.e. to the degradation, the color change of the 
test-piece, due to many factors as light, humidity, heat, etc. 

SCALE TYPE 1: The gray scale for assessing color transfer is 
used during the measure of the color fastness of a certain mate-
rial and of its resistance to the transfer on another material, by 
comparison with standard parameters, valid in every place and 
condition. The scale is composed of 10 pairs of plaques: a pair of 
identical white plaques, and 9 pairs made with a white plaque and 
a gray one, with the gray changing in intensity: different gray tones 
meaning different fastness. The two white plaques have fastness 5, 
the difference of color between them is zero. Fastness values from 
4/5 to 1 correspond to pairs of plaques of which one is white and 
the other gray; the increasing contrast between the two plaques corre-
sponds to a decreasing value of fastness, therefore the pair of plaques 
formed by the white and by the darker gray represents fastness 1. After 
having submitted a sample to test, the gray scale will serve to quantify 
the color transfer. So we compare the felt used for rubbing against a new 
one, then compare them to the 10 pairs forming the scale, we look for 
the pair with the contrast closest to the two felts. In this way we can give 
an objective evaluation of the quantity of color that was transferred to the 
felt during rubbing.

2

blue scale

gray scale

1
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ANILINE, SUEDE, NUBUCK SEMI-ANILINE PIGMENTED

At least 4 gray scale after exposure to 
minimum 3 blue scale

Upholstery

At least 4 gray 
scale after expo-
sure to minimum 
4 blue scale

Upholstery Car

At least 5 gray 
scale after 
exposure equal 
to at least 6 blue 
scale

At least 4 gray 
scale after expo-
sure to minimum 
5 blue scale

Upholstery Car

At least 5 gray 
scale after 
exposure equal 
to at least 6 blue 
scale

LEATHERS >



SCALE TYPE 2: The gray scale for variation of color is used to compare 
the fastness of the color of a material and its resistance to agents that can 
change its intensity, as solar light, etc. 
The scale is composed of 5 pairs of gray plaques. In every pair, the differ-
ence of intensity and contrast between the plaques is variable, different 
contrast corresponds to different values of fastness, according to a scale 
that goes from 5 to 1. Fastness value 5 corresponds to an identical pair 
of plaques, with difference of color equal to zero. On the other hand, 
fastness value 1 corresponds to the highest degree of contrast between 
the two gray plaques. 
The use of this gray scale is analogous to the preceding one: after test-
ing a piece of leather, this is compared with the original material and the 
contrast between the two is compared with the contrast inside every pair 
of the scale. In this way, we can give an objective evaluation of the color 
variation occurred.

FINISH AdHESION 
To determine adhesion of the finishing layer on the leather 
The adhesion of the finishing is the necessary strength to separate the 
leather from its covering layer; a DYNAMOMETER determines the neces-
sary strength to make such separation happen. The leather must have 
a good value of adhesion to avoid separation of the finishing layers in 
everyday use. 

The leather test-piece in examination is glued to a metal bar 1 cm wide 
with a proper sticker for a part of its length to the finished side. A load 
is applied at the free extremity of the test-piece in order to produce the 
separation from the leather of the finishing film. The load necessary to 
produce the separation gives us the measure of the adhesion. This test 
is performed on all leather types finished with covering layers suitable to 
be glued. 

The recommended value for adhesion, according to the current Euro-
pean Standard of Upholstery Leather Characteristics, is as follows:

- Upholstery - semi-aniline and pigmented leather
 Min. 2N / 10 mm

- Car upholstery
 Dry, min. 4N / 10 mm - Wet, min. 2N / 10 mm

FlEXING rESISTANCE
To measure the resistance to flexes on upholstery
leathers
The oscillations of the FLEXOMETER produce an artificial aging on the 
test-piece in examination, simulating the mechanical stresses that hap-
pen during everyday use. The flexometer determines the re-
sistance of leathers to flexes.

The recommended number of resistance cycles, ac-
cording to the current European Standard of Uphol-
stery Leather Characteristics, is as follows:
- Upholstery - pigmented leather
 50,000 cycles with no cracks on the finish

- Car upholstery
 100,000 cycles with no cracks on the finish

24
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TEAr STrENGTH
To measure the resistance to traction and tear
The traction and tear tests are very important tests to determine leather
resistance. The leathers need to have good resistances due to the stress
on them from the different phases of manufacturing and daily use. The 
instrument used to determine these resistances is the TENSOMETER.

The tear test allows us to compare the capacity of the leather to resist 
before tearing apart. The test-piece is fixed on the tensometer clamp and 
placed in traction up to break-up; in this way we measure the break-up 
load, in other words the maximum load needed to tear it.

The recommended value for tear strength, according to the current 
European Standard of Upholstery Leather Characteristics, is as follows:

- Upholstery - Min 20 Newton
- Car upholstery - Min 25 Newton

The traction and stretching test allows us to compare the capacity 
of the leather to withstand being stretched and its deformation capacity 
before the break-up. The test-piece in examination is clasped by special 
hooks and placed in traction up to break-up. In this way, we measure the 
break-up load and how much the piece has been lengthened until its 
breaking (maximum length).

The recommended value for strength, according to the current European 
Standard of car upholstery leather Characteristics, is as follows:

- Car upholstery - Min 12N / mm2 for the traction 
lengthening between 35 and 60%

              

COld CrACK
To measure the cold crack resistance  
This type of test allows one to identify the cold temperature in which the 
finishing of the leather cracks. 

The leather sample is fixed on the COLD CRACK instrument and kept in 
a chilled chamber at an established temperature. The apparatus is then 
closed very quickly so that the leather undergoes one rapid fold. The 
sample is then examined to see if there is any cracking on the leather. 

The recommended value of cold crack resistance, according to the cur-
rent European Standard of Leather Upholstery Characteristics, is as fol-
lows:
- Upholstery
 -15°C: no cracking on the finish

- Car upholstery
 -30°C: no cracking on the finish
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Specific test only for leather car interiors

rESISTANCE TO ABrASION (TABEr)
This instrument measures the resistance of numerous 
materials to abrasion.
It can be used for many materials.
The abrasive action is obtained from the rotation of the test sample, cut 
in the shape of a disc, around the vertical axle, while two abrasive wheels 
rotate above it.
The wheels travel one compete rotation on the surface of the test sam-
ple, thus verifying the resistance of the sample to abrasion from all pos-
sible angles.

Various types of wheels exist which are more or less abrasive and are 
chosen according to the material to be examined or the needs of the 
customer.
The load of the wheel on the sample can be varied according to re-
quest.
The test on the sample to be examined finishes when the top layer is 
removed. Otherwise the level of abrasion is measured after a predefined 
number of cycles.

The recommended value for abrasion resistance, according to the current  
European Standard of car upholstery leather Characteristics, is as  
follows:

H 18  0,5kg: 500 cycles
CS 10  0,5kg: 2000 cycles
              

Specific test only for leather car interiors

FOGGING TEST
The determination of the fogging action for the materials 
in car interiors.
For leathers used for car interiors, the fogging test is extremely impor-
tant.
Fogging is the condensation of air born vapour particles coming from the 
interior of the car, on cold windows and in particular the windscreen.

In conditions of bad light, fogging can compromise visibility.
Substances which provoke fogging are numerous and often interact, 
even natural or synthetic.

There are two fogging tests: the first is the comparison between the coef-
ficiency of reflection of tested and non tested glass; the more the value 
tends towards 100 % the more the leather sample examined will not 
produce fogging. The second measures the quantity of substances from 
the leather which are deposited on the glass. 

The recommended maximum produced substances, according to the 
current European Standard of car upholstery leather Characteristics, are:

Gravimetric method: < 5mg
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Specific test only for leather car interiors

rESISTANCE TO AGEING
Resistance to various climatic conditions.
The climatest reproduces numerous climatic conditions which exist in 
different parts of the world.
The test measures the stability of the products, and how leather behaves 
when subjected to extremes of temperature and humidity.

After they have been kept in conditions of specific temperature and hu-
midity for a predetermined time, the leather samples are compared with 
others not tested. In this way the changes of colour, aspect, grain, size, 
etc. can be observed in detail.

The minimum resistance, according to the current European Standard of 
car upholstery leather Characteristics, is as follows:

After 168 hours at 90° C: no damage.  
              

KEEP UPDATED www.fenicecs.com
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How leather 
is made 

Leather is one of the earliest crafts, dating back thousands of years - from the Egyptians 
to the Ancient Greeks, from the Romans to the Middle Ages. 
The hides (from large animals) and skins (from small animals) come from many parts 
of the world - from Europe, Australia, Brazil, Russia & the USA. Hides are a by-product 
of the meat industry. 
The leather life cycle is usually as follows:
FARM - ABATTOIR - TANNERY - FACTORY - RETAILER - CONSUMER

Hides arrive at the tannery after being 
treated with salt to preserve them from 
bacterial action. 

The first process performed is to shake 
out the salt, avoiding pollution of the 
water system. 
Leathers are then soaked in lime in a 
process called LIMING. This chemically 
dissolves the hair, removes unwanted 
proteins and opens up the fiber struc-
ture.

This process swells the leather consid-
erably. Remembering that this material 
comes from an animal, it still has fleshy 
parts to it. Therefore, the next process 
is FLESHING. The fleshing machine has 
many cutting blades on a revolving cyl-
inder that cuts away unwanted fleshy 
matter and regularizes leather thick-
ness.

The leathers pass on to the next stage 
called TRIMMING, where workers cut 
away useless or unwanted material from 
the edges of raw hides to give them a 
better shape or ‘trim’.

A very important operation then takes 
place called SPLITTING. As the leather 
is still of a thick dimension, this is the 
operation of cutting a hide or skin hori-
zontally into two layers. The upper layer, 
the more external part of the animal, is 
called top grain and the lower layer is 
called split.

Now the TANNING process takes place. 
In this case, the hides are placed in-
side a rotating wooden drum specially 
designed for tanning. Tanning agents 
convert the raw fibers of the hide into 
a durable product, preserving it, improv-
ing its abrasion, heat and flex resistance, 
able to endure repeated cycles of wet-
ting and drying without degradation.

What happens when the hides are removed from the animal and sent to the tannery?

28
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Next, two large rollers squeeze out 
the excess moisture as the hides are 
fed through a machine. This is termed 
WRINGING. 

The leathers are called ‘wet blue’ and 
may now be SELECTED or graded as 
desired, according to the destination of 
use.

Once they have been selected, they 
need to be reduced and made uniform 
in thickness. This is done by a SHAVING 
method, normally a machine with a rap-
idly revolving bladed cylinder. 

The leathers are then RETANNED and 
DYED THROUGH, literally a further tan-
ning treatment to modify leathers’ prop-
erties. The leathers that exit here are 
now uniformly dyed. The natural beauty 
of leather is made even more striking 
by the wide variety of shades which 
the modern tanner is capable of pro-
ducing. The last of the wet operations 
is the FATLIQUORING to grant leather 
permanent softness, elasticity and flex-
ing resistance. 

Now we come to the DRYING opera-
tions. The first step is SETTING-OUT a 
working over the grain surface to re-
move excess water and eliminate wrin-
kles. 

Leather drying can be continued by vari-
ous methods. One of these is VACUUM 
DRYING where leathers are put on a 
large, hot, flat plate and another plate 
presses down and sucks the water out 
of the leather by creating a vacuum. This 
is a very effective method. 

Or there is TOGGLING – leathers are 
fixed on frames with toggles, or clamps. 
The leathers then go through a dryer. 
This stretching can be done manually or 
automatically. 

1   Epidermis

2   Hair shaft

3   Sebaceous gland

4   Sweat glands

5   Artery

6   Vein

7   Erector pili muscle

8   Hair root

9   Fat

10 Limiting membrane 

 

A cut-through picture of 

leather:
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Another method is SUSPENSION DRY-
ING. The hides are suspended from the 
ground on a wire or chain so that air has 
free access to both sides and they move 

high up around the tannery complex. In 
this way, the leathers dry at room tem-
perature.

Leather is STAKED to make it open and 
softer. Pins pound the leather from both 
above and below, hundreds of times, as 
it passes through the machine, stretching 
and flexing the leather in every direction. 
This softens the leather remarkably. 

Classification of hides is an important ac-
tion that requires long experience.
Normally the hides are sorted in 4 differ-
ent levels, which becomes normative for 

what kind of leather will be produced.
From the first-rated hides, with as few 
natural defects and damages as possible, 
aniline/natural leather is made, that ex-
presses the natural look and the soft feel-
ing. The lowest-rated hides, with lots of 
scars, wounds and damages are normally 
used for pigmented leathers which have 
been sealed with stucco, pigmented and 
embossed to hide the defects that this 
classification of leather has.
From the middle-rated leathers, semi-ani-
line, pigmented leathers etc, with different 
looks and qualities are produced, accord-
ing to the customers wishes.

Some skins have natural healed scratch-
es or parasitic damage in the grain of 
the leather. A very special, flexible paste 
STUCCO can fill in such gaps.

• BUFFING or ‘sanding’ leaves a clean, 
smooth surface ready for the subse-
quent finishing operation. 

The FINISHING department is the area 
where an alert and creative mind adds 
the final touches to enhance the natural 
beauty of leather. One method of apply-
ing the finish is the rotary spray. Several 
spray guns are mounted on a unit which 
continuously revolves over the leather. 
Unique patterns and two-tone effects 
can be obtained. Another application 
method is through the rollercoater. The 
finish is transferred directly from a steel 
roll to the leather surface.

 Once the leather is dry, an artificial grain 
pattern is often created by EMBOSSING 
the leather, using etched or engraved 
rolls. 

Grain pattern and softness can be fur-
ther enhanced by DRY MILLING the 
leather.

Before being delivered to the customer, 
the leather is measured by a very pre-
cise machine.

BYCAST is a completely different sys-
tem of finishing or enhancing leather 
(usually split leather or heavily buffed 
leather) maintaining the same thick-
ness and softness. The technique con-
sists of creating the finishing film on a 
continual support of release paper. An 
adhesive is applied to the film and then 
the film is pressed on the leather. The 
finished leather is then removed from 
the release paper displaying a perfectly 
uniform surface.
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Making a sofa When we place a new sofa in our home, we admire its color, shape and 
feeling of comfort. But, have you ever wondered how much work and at-
tention to detail is needed to make a sofa with all of the characteristics that 
we desire?

Briefly, we would like to provide you with informa-
tion about the key phases in the making of a sofa 
starting from the cutting, the sewing and finally the 
assemblage.

MANUAl CUTTING
Cutting is the first phase in the production process 
of the sofa and is also the most delicate. After non-
conforming areas have been identified on the leath-
ers, then “templates” are placed on the leather and 
this is where we see the capability of the worker 
who has to outlay a real “puzzle” to cut the leather 
in the best way, avoiding the areas that are non-con-
forming, while at the same time taking advantage of 
the maximum surface area possible.

COMpUTErIzEd CUTTING
Computer cutting represents a new frontier for this 
part of production. Templates are automatically in-
serted in the database after a scanning of the leath-
er and then are positioned over the leather. Each 
single piece is then cut. Even here, it is vital to take 
advantage of the maximum surface area possible 
avoiding the areas that are non-conforming.
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SEWING
After the leather has been cut, it is sewn by means 
of a machine that can nimbly perforate the leather. 
Modern computerized machines are able to control 
this obtaining perfectly aligned sewing.

ASSEMBlAGE
After the leather has been cut and sewn it is placed 
on a wooden frame that has previously been pre-
pared with a thin strip of rubber.

Expert hands of furniture craftsman complete the 
final work of assemblage. 
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Tanneries now needn’t abandon their beloved creations; rather, with the help 
of FENICE the love of leather is carried on by providing professional care 
products. Our goal is to improve the attractiveness of your valued items, 
recovering the original beauty imparted to the leather in the tannery. These 
Leather Care Products are made with the same degree of dedication, tech-
nology, and experience as the products FENICE develops for the finishing of 
leather. 
Leather is a versatile, incredible, and sensuous material, but it is not self-
cleaning or self-maintaining.

You do not need any leather experience or knowledge to use our Leather 
Care Products, which give a long-lasting and wonderful leather experience.

leather Care 

If your leather is new, use the water-based Leather Protector. Over time, 
undetectable skin oils and acids that naturally come into contact with the 
leather will cause cracking, peeling, or discoloration without proper cleaning 
and protection. This effect is very evident when looking at steering wheels, 
door handles, or the inside collar of a leather jacket.
Protecting your new leather articles before use will shield them with an invis-
ible, breathable barrier that will improve stain resistance and cleanability over 
time. Leather Protector is available as a single bottle, in a convenient kit or as 
handy wipes in a single or 20 wipes package or a 150 wipe-tub.

protecting new
leather articles 

Protect your newly bought leather furniture with 
Leather Protector. Carry out cleaning and protec-
tive treatment at least twice a year. It is suggested 

to carry out this cycle every two months for high-use parts 
of leathers such as those in front of the TV set.

Avoid placing your sofa near fireplaces or radia-
tors as this can cause dryness to the leather. 

Avoid prolonged exposure to direct sunlight. All 
materials fade color in time.

If you are unable to remove a stain with 
Leather Cleaner, do not rub excessive-
ly or use other household products which 

could seriously damage your leather sofa. Consult 
this catalog, contact a specialist or check our web-site 
www.fenicecs.com

routine Care Tips
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repelled stain

leather protector

leather

leather

Outline that reproduces 
Leather Protector effect 
on leather:

(A) With treatment the stain 
is repelled  

(B) Without Leather Protector 
the stain is absorbed by the 
leather

A

B

protected leather easy to clean

ruined unprotected leather

 * Fenice products contain HYDROGUARD® for the highest efficiency against ageing
 The Hydroguard technology slows down the absorption of stains which allows time to remove 
 them thus preventing the greasy acids from attacking and destroying the leather finishing. 
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leather Care Kit Mini
kit for the cleaning and 
protection of all leather types 
except Nubuck and Suede

With:
100 ml Leather Cleaner
100 ml Leather Protector
1 sponge
1 cloth
Instructions

Enjoy your leather furniture for 
a long time: it’s so easy with the 
complete range of dedicated 
products

  
Furniture Care Kits 

leather Care Kit Mini
with Ink remover 
kit for the cleaning and protection
of pigmented leathers

With:
100 ml Leather Cleaner
100 ml Leather Protector
20 ml Ink Remover
1 sponge
1 cloth
Instructions
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leather Care Kit Maxi
with Ink remover

kit for the cleaning and protection
of pigmented leathers

With:
250 ml Leather Cleaner
250 ml Leather Protector
20 ml Ink Remover
1 sponge
1 cloth
Instructions

pull Up leather Care Kit 
kit for the cleaning and 
protection of pull Up leathers

With:
250 ml Leather Cleaner
250 ml Pull Up Revive
1 sponge
1 cloth
Instructions

leather Care Kit Maxi
kit for the cleaning and  
protection of all leather types  
except Nubuck and Suede

With:
250 ml Leather Cleaner
250 ml Leather Protector
1 sponge
1 cloth
Instructions

Nubuck Care Kit 
kit for the cleaning and protection 
of Nubuck and Suede leathers

With:
250 ml Nubuck Cleaner
250 ml Ecoguard Nubuck Protector
1 cleaning sponge 
1 reviving sponge
1 trigger
1 foamer
Instructions
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Hair On leather 
Care Kit
kit for the cleaning of 
Hair On leather Carpets, rugs, 
Sofas and Accessories. 

With:
250 ml Hair On Leather Cleaner
1 sponge
1 cloth

Hair on Cleaner is a water based cleaning liquid for Hair 
on carpets and Hair on sofa accessories cleaning. It has 
been formulated to clean the soiling without  damaging 
the hair or leaving residue.

Bycast leather Care Kit
kit for the cleaning and 
protection of Bycast leathers

With:
250 ml Leather Cleaner
250 ml Leather Revive
1 sponge
1 cloth
Instructions
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NEW!

Leather Car Seat
Do It Yourself 
Painting Kit
 
Safe and Easy 3-Step Operation:

1. Clean and promote adhesion
2. Apply color
3. Finalize finishing

leather Car Seat
dIY painting Kit
renovate leather to
"like New Condition"

With:
250 ml Deep Cleaner F            
250 ml Adhesion 
250 ml Color 
250 ml Fix 
50 ml Catalyzer
1 measuring cup
2 sponges
1 paint roller with pan
Instructions
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Furniture
Leather Wipes
 Single use wipes for 
upholstery leather

 

leather Wipes Kit
kit for the cleaning and 
protection of all leather types 
except Nubuck and Suede

With:
6 single use wipes Leather Cleaner
6 single use wipes Leather Protector
Instructions

Extreme efficiency in
anti-ageing protection

 

Single Wipes display
Cleaning and 
protection wipes

With:
20 single use Leather Cleaner wipes
20 single use Leather Protector wipes

 leather Care Wipes 
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NEW!

leather Care 2+2 Wipes Kit
kit for the cleaning and protection of 
leather upholstery 

With:
2 single use wipes Leather Cleaner
2 single use wipes Leather Protector

Leather Care  
Wipes Kit
2+2 and 1+1
Single use wipes for 
upholstery leather
in a NEW pACKAGING.

leather Care 1+1 Wipes pouch
kit for the cleaning and protection of 
leather upholstery 

With:
1 single use wipes Leather Cleaner
1 single use wipes Leather Protector

Extreme efficiency in
anti-ageing protection
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Car leather Wipes Kit 
with Ink remover

kit for the cleaning and protection
of leather car interiors

With:
10 single use wipes Strong Effect Leather Cleaner
10 single use wipes Car Leather Protector
20 ml Ink Remover
Instructions

Car Interior Care
Wipes
 

Extreme efficiency in
anti-ageing protection

 

Single Wipes display
Car cleaning and 
protection wipes

With:
20 single use  Strong Effect Leather Cleaner wipes
20 single use  Car Leather Protector wipes

These tested and approved 
specialties are just what you 
need to keep your car seats 
looking as good as new

 Car leather Care Wipes 
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NEW!

Car leather Care 2+2 Wipes Kit
kit for the cleaning and protection of 
Automotive Seats

With:
2 single use wipes Strong Effect Leather Cleaner
2 single use wipes Car Leather Protector

Car Leather 
Care Wipes 
Kit 
2+2 and 1+1 
Single use wipes for 
automotive leather in 
a NEW pACKAGING.

Car leather Care 1+1 Wipes pouch
kit for the cleaning and protection of 
Automotive Seats

With:
1 single use wipes Strong Effect Leather Cleaner
1 single use wipes Car Leather Protector

Extreme efficiency in
anti-ageing protection
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Individual products 

leather Clean and renew Wipes

Leather Clean and Renew Wipes contain a water-based cleaner for 
all types of leather except nubuck and suede, that will clean general 
soiling from leather leaving a pleasant and renewed feel.

leather protector Wipes
protective and maintaining wipe for leather

Leather Protector Wipes contain a water-based protection and 
maintaining cream for leather (not for nubuck/suede).
Over time, undetectable skin oils and acids that naturally come into 
contact with the leather will cause cracking, peeling, or discoloration 
without proper cleaning and re-protection. This effect is very evident 
when looking at steering wheels, door handles, or the inside collar 
of a leather jacket. 
Leather Protector Wipes contain a highly advanced product to assist 
leather in repelling oil-, alcohol-, protein and water-based stains. It is 
perfectly suited for natural grained leathers, as it doesn’t change the 
feel or the color of even these sensitive leathers while adding stain 
resistance. For top coated leathers, application of Leather Protector 
Wipes will ease the removal of difficult stains like ink, lipstick, 
mustard, newspaper print, and blue jean transfer. Leather Protector 
Wipes form an invisible breathable barrier that will improve stain 
resistance and cleanability.

Strong Effect leather Cleaner Wipes
highly effective cleaning wipes, designed for car leather 
upholstery

Strong Effect Leather Cleaner Wipes have been specially designed 
for the cleaning of car leather upholstery. They remove accumulated 
dirt without damaging the leather, restoring the natural upholstery 
look.

pull Up revive Wipes

Pull Up Revive Wipes contain a specialty designed for leathers 
that have a pull up surface treatment. It contains the same type 
of formulation applied at the tannery by machine. Pull Up Revive 
Wipes transfer this process to a hand applied level to give the 
possibility of renewing pull up leathers outside of the tannery.

Single use wipes
150
prOFESSIONAl USE

Single use wipes
20
CONSUMEr USE
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leather Cleaner
to perfectly clean your leather 
without affecting rub resistance

Leather Cleaner is formulated for use 
on all grained leathers, topcoated and 
aniline. For nubuck leathers, FENICE has 
formulated a Nubuck Cleaner to address 
the specific needs of these leathers. 
Leather Cleaner is a balanced,  neutral 
pH water-based cleaner product to clean 
gently, but thoroughly, without harming 
the natural beauty and feel of the leather. 
It does not leave a residue like some 
cleaning solutions or household soap 

and water that will harm the leathers 
flexibility characteristics and reduce wet 
rub resistance. Leather Cleaner is most 
effective for cleaning general soiling, 
protein- or water-based stains.

Available also in:

Available also in:

leather protector
Car leather protector
to improve rub resistance and 
cleanability of your leather

Over time, undetectable skin oils and 
acids that naturally come into contact with 
the leather will cause cracking, peeling, or 
discoloration without proper cleaning and 
re-protection. This effect is very evident 
when looking at steering wheels, door 
handles, or the inside collar of a leather 
jacket. 

Leather Protector is a highly advanced 
product to assist leather in repelling oil-, 
alcohol-, protein and water-based stains. 
Leather Protector is for use on all grained 
leathers, top coated and aniline. For 
nubuck and suede leathers, FENICE has 
formulated a Nubuck Protector to address 
the specific needs of these leathers. 
It is perfectly suited for natural grained 

leathers, as it does not change the feel or 
the color of even these sensitive leathers 
while adding stain resistance. For top 
coated leathers, application of Leather 
Protector will ease the removal of difficult 
stains like ink, lipstick, mustard, newspaper 
print, and blue jean transfer. Leather 
Protector forms an invisible breathable 
barrier that will improve stain resistance 
and cleanability, keeping out the grease 
that destroys your leather.

Routine Care: Leather Cleaner and Leather 
Protector should be part of a regular 
schedule of cleaning and protection. For 
high use pieces, such as automotive seats, 
recliners, or family room furniture, cleaning 
is recommended monthly. For lesser-used 
pieces, full cleaning and protection should 
be 2-4 times per year.
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5lt
1.3 gal

1lt
1q

150201

single use
wipes

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.

5lt
1.3 gal

1lt
1q

150201

single use
wipes

leather & Textile
Ultra protector
Our latest and most advanced 
formulation. 

Our latest and most advanced formulation. 
Designed for extreme performance to  
completely protect naked leathers with 
an absolutely invisible anti-stain barrier. Its 
high performance makes it great for fabric 
too. It protects from stains maintaining the 
original look and feel. We recommend 
to apply in light coats by spray (using 
a trigger), one or two coats for extra 
protection. Let it dry at room temperature 

or use a source of heat for quick drying. 
Maximum protection is achieved after 48 
hours.

Available also in:

KEEP UPDATED www.fenicecs.com
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Nubuck reviving Sponge

Nubuck Reviving Sponge is a dry sponge 
for bringing back the typical velvet (writing) 
effect of nubuck and suede leathers.

Directions: After wetting nubuck or suede 
leather or after using for some time, 
nubuck leather might appear darker or 

lose its characteristic tracking (writing) 
effect. This is normal as the leather has 
been dampened or used and the fibers 
have been pressed down. When dry, 
gently rub this dry sponge over nubuck 
or suede leather to open the fibers and 
restore original color, softness and effect.
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Nubuck Cleaner

Water-based Nubuck Cleaner for an 
effective and delicate cleansing action for 
suede or nubuck leathers against the most 
common types of stains that accumulate 
with use. Combined with the cleaning 
agents are feel modifiers to enhance the 
touch of this luxurious leather. 

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.

Ecoguard Nubuck protector

Ecoguard Nubuck Protector is a water-
based protector for nubuck leather. This 
environmental-friendly product gives 
protection against oil-, alcohol- and water-
based stains. 
Routine care: Ecoguard Nubuck Protector 
should always be used to assure stain 
protection and ease of cleaning in the 
future. Protected leathers look better 
longer.

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.

Ink remover
easy-to-use stick for the removal of 
ink, lipstick or chocolate stains

Ink Remover is for cleaning recent ballpoint 
ink or lipstick from topcoated leathers, 
vinyl or vinyl-like surfaces. Sometimes, Ink 
Remover may be used on fresh stains on 
bycast and aniline leathers that have had 
prior treatment with Leather Protector. 
On some aniline leathers, it may cause 
darkening that disappears in a couple of 
days. Always pre-test as described below. 
Removal becomes increasingly more 

difficult with time. Permanent markers 
contain solvents to increase the 
penetration of the dye and will not likely 
be removed.

12 piece 
table display 
of Ink Remover20 ml/0.67 fl. oz.
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Technology for 
professional repair

As a professional, you need to be able to classify leathers into different  
categories according to different types of finishing, to best clean and repair 
your leather article.

HOW TO IDENTIFY LEATHER TYPES:
There are a lot of different ways to finish leathers and in FENICE labs the R&D 
team keeps working every day to create new fashions, new effects and new 
technology, but a basic identification can be easily performed; you just need 
your finger and a few drops of water.

Identifying leather Types

ANILINE

SEMI-ANILINE

PIGMENTED / TOP COATED

NUBUCK

PULL UP

BYCAST

Diagram of the main types of  
leather for upholstery:

Try to write on the leather with your finger, with-
out scratching it with your fingernail. Can you 
see a trace with a different shade and can you 
feel that the leather has a velvet feel?

Lightly scratch the leather on 
a hidden area with your fin-
gernail. Is the leather scratch-
ing to a lighter color?
Put a drop of water on the 
scratch and rub lightly with 
your finger. Is the leather ab-
sorbing water?

Put a drop of water on a 
hidden area and gently rub 
it with your finger. It should 
penetrate into the leather and 
once dry leave a slightly dark-
er spot that can be removed 
with the reviving sponge. In 
this case, you have
NUBUCK

NO YES

Look for a hidden area where leather is loose. 
Bend the leather and flatten it. Does the bent 
area have a much lighter color? Does the leath-
er have lighter areas where used more? Does it 
have the “Timberland” look?

NOYES PIGMENTED leather

NO YES

PULL UP leatherANILINE leather
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 leather types - brief description 

This leather has the surface colored with 
transparent dyes. This transparency is sim-
ilar to looking at a piece of stained wood. 

In fact, the grain stays natural and well visi-
ble. Aniline leather will have imperfections, 
it is nature’s signature and assurance that 
every hide is one of a kind. These leath-
ers have minimal surface protection thus 
more sensitive to the effect of use.

To maintain this natural beauty it is man-
datory to keep a routine of cleaning and 
protection from the start of use.

CHARACTERISTICS: 
> Looks natural
> Good touch
> Natural grain & markings
> High comfort, breathable

ANILINE (also termed Natural) 
ANILINE

SEMI-ANILINE

PIGMENTATE

NUBUCK

PULL UP

BYCAST

This leather is covered with a lightly pig-
mented coat to make color uniform and 
hide minor defects. Transparent and bril-
liant colors are oversprayed to reconstruct 
the natural appearance of the leather. It 
has a very light protection on it, so ap-
plication of Leather Protector is recom-
mended.

CHARACTERISTICS:
> Natural grain surface
> Good look & feel
> Improved light fastness
> More practical than full aniline
> Breathable

SEMI-ANILINE 

ANILINE

SEMI-ANILINE

PIGMENTATE

NUBUCK

PULL UP

BYCAST

This is the most widely used finishing tech-
nique and consists of a uniform surface 
by means of a basecoat of pigments and 
resins followed with a protective topcoat. 
They can be identified by their consistent 
color and uniformity. It is ideal for high use 
items like furniture or automotive seats, 
especially when you want your kids to use 
them “trouble-free”.

With the aid of FENICE’s leather care prod-
ucts these leathers are easily maintained. 
If restoration is necessary, full re-coloring 
is possible.

CHARACTERISTICS: 
> Consistent color
> Improved light fastness
> Good defect coverage
> Easy maintenance

PIGMENTED

ANILINE

SEMI-ANILINE

PIGMENTATE

NUBUCK

PULL UP

BYCAST

This leather is actually aniline leather that 
has a sanded surface to give a fine, vel-
vety surface. The look and feel of these 
leathers are incomparable and work well 
for low use applications.
To care for nubuck it is important to ad-
here to a routine of protection followed by 
cleaning from the start of use. FENICE has 
specific products for the care and preser-

vation of nubuck leather. It is important to 
use on these leathers exclusively special-
ized nubuck care products.

CHARACTERISTICS:
> Velvet look & touch
> High comfort
> Breathable smooth touch

NUBUCK

ANILINE

SEMI-ANILINE

PIGMENTATE

NUBUCK

PULL UP

BYCAST Some fashions come and some fashions 
go, but waxy and oiled leathers are here to 
stay. We all know the name ‘pull up’, which 
was originally used to describe the effect 
on a type of leather also known as ‘Tim-
berland’ after the well-known footwear 
producer made this type of article famous. 
These leathers lighten when stretched, 
bent or “pulled up”.

CHARACTERISTICS:
> Good touch & feel
> Fashionable
> Develops unique distressed look

PULL UP

ANILINE

SEMI-ANILINE

PIGMENTATE

NUBUCK

PULL UP

BYCAST

This is a completely different system 
of finishing or enhancing leather (usu-
ally split leather or heavily buffed leather) 

maintaining the same thickness and soft-
ness. The technique consists of creating 
the finishing film on a continual support 
of release paper. An adhesive is applied 
to the film, then the film is pressed on the 
leather. The finished leather is then re-
moved from the release paper displaying 
a perfectly uniform surface. 
Often, when stretching bycast leather you 
can see a lighter color that goes back to 

the original color once pressure is re-
leased. This is sometimes used to identify 
bycast leathers.

CHARACTERISTICS:  
> Durable surface
> Uniform appearance

BYCAST

ANILINE

SEMI-ANILINE

PIGMENTATE

NUBUCK

PULL UP

BYCAST
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Keep in mind that not all defects on leather need to be repaired. Why? 
Because some leathers have natural markings & flaws. Some of these are:

• Brand marks
• Color variations
• Dung marks
• Healed scars
• Insect bite marks
• Natural wrinkles
• Pores

However, the following defects are usually repaired using FENICE’s leather 
care specialties:

• Dirt & soiling 
• Ink, felt-pen & dye transfer  
• Dry, stiff or squeaky leather 
• Scuffs & scratches 
• Grease – from human skin, pets & food 
• Mold  
• Spew 
• Cracking 
• Fading / wear & tear  

To resolve these problems, go to the following pages once you have selected 
the correct leather type.

For easy help, refer to the problem that you are facing and go the appropri-
ate page for detailed instructions, directing you to the right product for the 
right leather. 

For all leather care products remember to:

1. Shake the contents of the bottle prior to use. For color products, shake 
very well.

2. Pre-test all products in a hidden area prior to full use.

PIGMENTED LEATHERS PAGE 48

ANILINE LEATHERS  PAGE 49

NUBUCK LEATHERS  PAGE 49

PULL UP LEATHERS PAGE 50

BYCAST LEATHERS PAGE 50

Natural markings 

repairing leather sofas
step-by-step assistance 

47
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* if necessary
** if LEATHER DEGREASER was necessary

NOTE
The above is generic advice, sometimes it might be difficult 
to correctly identify the leather type and some leathers might 
have a particular finishing. 
A training in our labs is highly recommended.
Therefore it is very important to pre-test all products in a hid-
den spot. If you are unsatisfied or uncertain, discontinue use 
and contact a specialist.
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* if necessary
** diluted 1 to 5 with PULL-UP REVIVE

* if necessary

NOTE
The above is generic advice, sometimes it might be 
difficult to correctly identify the leather type and some 
leathers might have a particular finishing.
A training in our labs is highly recommended.
Therefore it is very important to pre-test all products 
in a hidden spot. If you are unsatisfied or uncertain, 
discontinue use and contact a specialist.
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* if necessary
** if LEATHER DEGREASER was necessary
*** in case of large areas
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repairing leather car interiors
step-by-step assistance 

KEEP UPDATED www.fenicecs.com
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dirt deposited over time

damage caused by 
sharp objects

superficial scratches

cigarette burns

wear and tear

BEFORE: what happens to leather car interiors

shallow cuts

deep cuts



AFTER: what Fenice technology is able to do

Solving the main 
problems

And go ahead until complete 
refinishing.
High resistance elastic fillers, special 
glues, catalysts and pigments.
The Fenice system uses the same 
products to repair the leather 
as those supplied by Fenice to 
the tanneries when they finish 
the leather for car seats: only 
Fenice supplies original products, 
thus guaranteeing the highest 
technological performance available 
today.
Fenice is proud to have more than 
35 years of experience working 
with the most prestigious tanneries 
in the world. Fenice collaborates 
with them to define the standard 
used for the most prestigious car 
interiors. Before and after, Fenice 
guarantees customer satisfaction!

Recreating 
the original 
sensations 
leather

As well as refreshing the 
appearance, Fenice technology 
allows you to recreate the original 
smell of the leather of the car 
interior. 



 Professional Leather Repair Kits
 To group together these special repair products 

we have created professional repair kits ideal for 
warehouse and retail use or professional touch up 
and finishing
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1 x 250 ml Strong Effect Leather Cleaner

1 x 250 ml Leather Cleaner

1 x 250 ml Leather Protector

2 x 250 ml Pull Up Revive

1 x 20 ml Ink Remover

2 x 20 ml Scratch Remover

2 x 20 ml Leather Glue WB

2 x 250 ml Touch Up Pigment Dulling Agent 

1 x 250 ml Leather Revive

1 x 250 ml Ultra Rapid Leather Cleaner

1 x 250 ml Deep Cleaner F

11 x 100 ml Touch Up Pigment:

Tup caramel

Tup lemon nl 

Tup golden yellow nl

Tup mahogany 

Tup light brown 

Tup flame red

Tup bordeaux

Tup blue super

Tup cobalt 

Tup white 

Tup black

+ Application materials

+ Instructional DVD

+ 6 Sponges

+ 6 Cloths 

Leather Rescue Kit

leather rescue Kit
Designed to clean, protect, fix scuffs, scrapes and 
minor damages associated with the daily handling of 
furniture, offering a solution for a variety of repair and 
enhancing issues
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Professional Leather Refinishing Tool Box

1 x 250 ml Leather Cleaner

1 x 250 ml Leather Protector

1 x 250 ml Pull-up Revive

1 x 20 ml Ink Remover

1 x 20 ml Scratch Remover

2 x 20 ml Leather Glue wb

1 x 75 ml Mender

1 x 250 ml Tup Dulling Agent

1 x 250 ml Nubuck Cleaner

1 x 250 ml Ecoguard Nubuck Protector

1 x 200 ml Leather Degreaser spray 

1 x 250 ml Leather Revive

1 x 250 ml Deep Cleaner F

1 x 250 ml Strong Effect Leather Cleaner

1 x 250 ml FM slip additive

1 x 250 ml FM non-slip additive

1 x 250 ml Top Coat gloss

2 x 250 ml Top Coat matte

1 x 250 ml Adhesion Promoter 

1 x 20 ml Surface Repair

1 x 20 ml Heat Repair

1 x 50 ml Grain Copier

1 x 250 ml Crosslinker 86

1 x 250 ml Ultra Rapid Leather Cleaner

1 x 250 ml CT11   

12 x 100 ml Touch Up Pigment:

Tup caramel

Tup lemon nl 

Tup golden yellow nl

Tup mahogany

Tup light brown 

Tup flame red

Tup bordeaux 

Tup blue super

Tup cobalt

Tup white

Tup black

12 x 250 ml Pigment Base Coat:

Pigment Base Coat caramel 

Pigment Base Coat lemon 

Pigment Base Coat golden yellow 

Pigment Base Coat mahogany 

Pigment Base Coat light brown 

Pigment Base Coat flame red 

Pigment Base Coat bordeaux 

Pigment Base Coat blue super 

Pigment Base Coat cobalt 

Pigment Base Coat white 

Pigment Base Coat black 

2 Reviving sponges

1 Heat Iron

5 Heat Paper Repair

6 Sponges

6 Cloths

1 Cutter

1 Tup Color Chart

1 Adhesive tape

+ Application materials 

+ Instructional DVD 

+ Leather Care catalog 

+ Air brush 

+ Hairdryer 2,000 Watt 

+ Accessories

professional 
leather refinishing Tool Box
Designed for cleaning, repairing and renovating 
leather upholstery. It gives a quick and professional 
solution to every kind of problem on different sorts 
of leather.
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1 x 75 ml Mender

12 x  250 ml  Bycast Basecoat 
                    Colors

Bycast Basecoat black

Bycast Basecoat blue super

Bycast Basecoat bordeaux 

Bycast Basecoat caramel

Bycast Basecoat cobalt 

Bycast Basecoat flame red

Bycast Basecoat golden yellow

Bycast Basecoat lemon 

Bycast Basecoat light brown

Bycast Basecoat mahogany

Bycast Basecoat white

1 x  250 ml  Bycast Top Finish

1 x 250 ml Leather Cleaner 

1 x  250 ml  Deep Cleaner F

1 x  250 ml  Remover

1 x 250 ml Tup Dulling Agent   

1 x 20 ml Surface Repair

+ Application materials

+ Instructional DVD 

+ 2 Sponges 

+ Accessories 

 

Bycast Repair Kit 

Bycast repair Kit
Due to the past popularity of this leather type, there is a greater 
need for repairs due to wear and tear and various types of damage. 
Instead of Touch Up colors, special spray colors have been created 
that create a light covering film over bycast. Due to the glossy 
surface on this type of leather we have studied and manufactured 
a Top Finish that leaves a glossy film to seal in the sprayed in color.

Example of a serious damage 
on bycast leather

REPAIRED!
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SPECIAL FOR AUTOMOTIVE

Created in order to clean, protect and repair leather car 
interiors, this kit offers a wide variety of solutions for problems 
and damages to leather.
If required, we can add professional spray guns, electronic 
scales, mask and overcoat, all essential accessories for the 
professional repairer.

Automotive Refinishing Tool Box

Basic equipment

1 x 1lt Strong Effect Leather Cleaner

1 x 1lt Ultra Rapid Leather Cleaner 

1 x 1lt Adhesion Promoter

10 x1lt Pigment Base Coat  
 (blue super, white, black, caramel,  
 light brown, lemon NL, golden yellow,  
 flame red, bordeaux, cobalt)

1 x 250 ml Pigment Base Coat Mahogany

1 x 1lt Top Coat Matte

1 x 1lt Top Coat Gloss

1 x 1lt Leather Protector

1 x 20ml Ink Remover

5 x 20ml Leather Glue wb

2 Mender 

2 Grain Copier 

3 x 20ml  Heat Repair

1 x 20 ml Surface Repair 

1 x 250ml Leather Revive

1 x 250ml FM non slip additive

1 x 250ml FM slip additive

11 x 100ml TUP  
 (blue super, white, black, caramel,  
 light brown, lemon NL, mahogany,  
 golden yellow, flame red, bordeaux,  
 cobalt) 

1 x 250ml Mold remover

1 x 250ml Spew Remover

1 x 250ml TUP dulling agent

4 x 250ml Deep Cleaner F

4 x 250ml Crosslinker 86

1 x 400ml Leather Degreaser
 

1 Automotive Colour Chart 

1 Heat Repair Iron 

10 Supportive Mesh 

1 Cutter

1 Pen

4 Sand paper

10 Cloths 

1 Spatula 

1 Catalog

1 DVD

1 Heat Paper

1 Air brush

10 Sponges

1 Adhesive tape

10 Cups

Additional tools

2 Small professional spray guns

Professional electronic scale

Mask and  
overcoat

2,000 Watt  
dryer

Automotive Refinishing Tool Box The Kit contains
Automotive Color Chart
(car leather swatches + formula color chart)
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Basic equipment

1 x 250 ml Top Coat Gloss

1 x 250 ml Top Coat Matte

1 x 250 ml Ultra Rapid Cleaner

1 x 250 ml Leather Protector

1 x 20 ml Ink Remover

1 x 250 ml Adhesion Promoter

1 x 250 ml Crosslinker 86

1 x 20 ml Leather Glue wb

1 x 75 ml Mender

12 x 250 ml Pigment Base Coat:

Pigment Base Coat caramel 

Pigment Base Coat lemon 

Pigment Base Coat golden yellow 

Pigment Base Coat mahogany 

Pigment Base Coat light brown 

Pigment Base Coat flame red 

Pigment Base Coat bordeaux 

Pigment Base Coat blue super 

Pigment Base Coat cobalt 

Pigment Base Coat white 

Pigment Base Coat black 

2 Sponge

2 Clothes

1 Spatula

1 Cutter

Additional tools

1 x 20 ml Heat Repair

1 x 20 ml Surface Repair

1 x 50 ml Grain Copier

1 Heat Iron

1 Heat Paper

1 x 200 ml Leather Degreaser Spray

1 x 250 ml FM slip additive

1 x 250 ml FM non-slip additive

Supportive Mesh

Automotive Rescue Kit

Automotive Rescue Kit
Designed for the cleaning and quick repair of leather 
car interiors, with highly professional products.

Automotive Rescue Kit Plus
The version with additional tools allows to renovate 
worn-out and damaged leathers.

The Kit contains >
Automotive Color Chart

(car leather swatches + 
  formula color chart)
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Professional products Cleaners
It is necessary to select the most appropriate cleaner according to the type of 
stain, using the least aggressive cleaner first.
Here are the available cleaners listed below. If in doubt, start with the more 
delicate cleaner and work towards a stronger version until the stain is remo-
ved. Some stains have penetrated the surface of the leather and not even 
the strongest cleaner can remove them. In such cases, it is necessary to 
re-color the leather.

Graph of the 
cleaning power

= specialty for leather upholstery

= specialty for car leather interiors

DELICATE
CLEANER

Solvent-based productsWater-based products

VERY STRONG  
CLEANER

LEATHER CLEANER

STRONG EFFECT
LEATHER CLEANER

INK REMOVER

ULTRA RAPID
LEATHER CLEANER

DEEP CLEANER F

REMOVER

1
2

3

4

5

6

For professional use onlyConsumer use
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a deeper cleaner for pigmented 
leathers

Strong Effect Leather Cleaner is a strong 
cleaner for pigmented leather. It performs 
a powerful cleaning action by removing 
difficult or neglected stains.

Pre-test: Prior to use pre-test the leather 
to see if the leather is colorfast. To pre-
test take a soft white cloth and dampen 
with plain water. Lightly rub the leather on 
a hidden area to see if color is removed 
to the cloth. If color is removed with plain 
water is certain that any solution will also 
remove color. Do not use the cleaner and 
contact a specialist. Repeat the test with 
Strong Effect Leather Cleaner and make 
sure you are satisfied with the result.

Directions: Always test the color fast-
ness before treatment. Vacuum clean the 
leather with a soft-tipped brush. Shake the 
bottle well. Use gloves. Wet a sponge with 
Strong Effect Leather Cleaner, squeeze out 
a foam and dab until the soil is dissolved. 
Do not rub! Wipe away all residues with 
a clean non-abrasive cloth. Clean leather 
with a wet sponge dampened in water. 
Let dry, remove all traces using Leather 
Cleaner, then treat with Leather Protector.

Available also in:

easy-to-use stick for the removal of 
ink, lipstick or chocolate stains

Ink Remover is for cleaning recent ballpoint 
ink or lipstick from topcoated leathers, vi-
nyl or vinyl-like surfaces. Sometimes, Ink 
Remover may be used on fresh stains on 
bycast and aniline leathers that have had 
prior treatment with Leather Protector. On 
some aniline leathers, it may cause dark-
ening that disappears in a couple of days. 
Always pre-test before use. Removal be-
comes increasingly more difficult with time. 

Permanent markers contain solvents 
to increase the penetration of the dye 
and will not likely be removed, unless 
with a strong cleaner that will remove 
the finish which is to be reconstructed.

to perfectly clean your leather 
without affecting rub resistance

Leather Cleaner is formulated for use on 
all grained leathers, topcoated and aniline. 
For nubuck leathers, FENICE has formu-
lated a Nubuck Cleaner to address the 
specific needs of these leathers. Leather 
Cleaner is a balanced,  neutral pH wa-
ter-based cleaner product to clean gen-
tly, but thoroughly, without harming the 
natural beauty and feel of the leather. 
It does not leave a residue like some 
cleaning solutions or household soap 
and water that will harm the leathers flex-
ibility characteristics and reduce wet rub 
resistance. 

Leather Cleaner is most effective for 
cleaning general soiling, protein- or water-
based stains.

Available also in:

Ink Remover
(for consumer and professional use)

Leather Cleaner
(for consumer and professional use) 

Strong Effect Leather Cleaner
(for consumer and professional use) 

1

2

3

5lt
1.3 gal

1lt
1q1501

single use
wipes

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.

20 ml/0.67 fl. oz.

20

5lt
1.3 gal

1lt
1q1501

single use
wipes
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to remove difficult stains from 
pigmented leathers

Deep Cleaner F is a strong, specific clean-
er for pigmented leather. It performs a 
powerful cleaning action by removing all 
types of stains; oily/greasy stains, jeans 
and newspaper transfers in particular.
This product has to be used in a well ven-
tilated area.

Pre-test: Before use, check that the leath-
er is colorfast. Dampen a white cloth with 
Deep Cleaner F and rub lightly on the 
leather in a hidden area. Check that you 
are satisfied with the results and that no 
color has been transferred to the cloth.

Directions: First, try to clean the leather 
with Ultra Rapid Leather Cleaner. If un-
successful, after pre-testing, use Deep 
Cleaner F. Vacuum clean the leather with 
a soft-tipped brush. Shake the bottle. Use 
gloves. Wet a sponge with Deep Cleaner 
F and dab until the soil is dissolved, con-
stantly checking for color transfer. If color 
starts transferring, discontinue use im-
mediately. Do not rub! Wipe away with 
a clean non-abrasive cloth. Clean away 
all residues with Leather Cleaner. Let dry 
and protect leather with Leather Protec-
tor. Top Coat Spray might be needed if 
the leather was rubbed too aggressively 
or color transfer was experienced. Use in 
a well-ventilated area.

to remove difficult stains or 
engrained dirt in pigmented 
leathers

Ultra Rapid Leather Cleaner is a very 
strong cleaner for pigmented leathers to 
remove difficult stains or engrained dirt in 
pigmented leathers that have accumulated 
in time on the leather’s surface. 

Pre-Test: Before using, test the color 
fastness of the leather. Apply Ultra Rapid 
Leather Cleaner to a white cloth and gently 
rub the leather in a hidden area. Check that 
you are satisfied with the result and that 
there is no color loss on the cloth.

Directions: First, try to clean the leather 
with Strong Effect Leather Cleaner.
If the results are not satisfactory, use Ultra 
Rapid Leather Cleaner after having carried 
out the pre-test. Clean the leather with a 

vacuum cleaner using a soft brush. Shake 
the bottle well. Use gloves. Dampen a 
sponge with the product and pad the 
leather until the stain dissolves, constantly 
checking that there is no color transfer. 
In case of color loss, discontinue use 
immediately. Do not rub aggressively!
Remove any residue of Ultra Rapid Leather 
Cleaner by using a clean lint-free cloth and 
clean with Leather Cleaner.
Leave to dry and then apply Leather 
Protector. It may be necessary to spray Top 
Coat Spray if the leather has been rubbed
too hard and in case there has been any 
color loss.

Available also in:

to remove the finishing on leather

Remover is used for the surface cleaning 
of leather goods when an energetic action 
is necessary. 
The aggressive action of Remover will 
actually remove the finishing in case one 
desires to reconstruct a complete new  
finish.

Directions: It is applied with a dampened 
cloth and then rubbed on the area to be 
treated in a decisive manner according to 
the result required. Change cloth often.

Available also in:

Ultra Rapid Leather Cleaner 
(professional use)

Deep Cleaner F
(professional use)

Remover
(professional use) 

4

5

6

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz. 5lt
1.3 gal

5lt
1.3 gal

1lt
1q
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Leather Revive
for dry, stiff or squeaky leather

A water-based cream for pigmented, by-
cast and dry aniline leathers. (Do not use 
on nubuck and suede). Leather Revive is 
a highly advanced product designed to re-
vitalize and give a nice feel to leather that 
has become dry, stiff, or is squeaky. Leath-
er Revive is also suitable for bycast leath-
ers that have light areas due to folds or for 
lightly scratched areas. Apply by cloth then 
dry with a hairdryer using warm air.

Pre-test: Shake the bottle well. To test, ap-
ply Leather Revive to a hidden area and 
observe whether discoloring or darkening 
occurs after drying. If this occurs, or you 
are not satisfied with the result, discon-
tinue use.  

Directions: Vacuum clean the leather with 
a soft-tipped brush. Clean with Leather 
Cleaner. Let dry. Shake Leather Revive 
well. Apply with a cloth and gently wipe 
with circular movements. Let dry and 
lightly polish with a clean cloth. Do not 
rub! 

Recommended application 2-4 times a 
year or as required.

Scratch Remover
for scuffs & scratches on aniline or 
pull up leather

A water-based product which is used on 
natural leathers such as aniline and pull 
up leathers. Do not use on nubuck. Simi-
lar to your own skin, the surface of natu-
ral leather can be scratched or abraded. 
Scratch Remover is a simple solution for 
healing and blending surface scratches 
or rubs on natural leathers. It helps re-
store the surface color as well as blend 
the damage. It is very effective on finger-
nail scratches in aniline leather. For some 
leathers, Pull Up Revive may provide the 
best solution.

Pre-test: Apply Scratch Remover by cloth 
on a hidden area. As part of its normal 
action, the Scratch Remover transfers 
some color to the cloth while moving and 
blending color over the scratch. However, 
the color transfer may be too dramatic on 
very sensitive leathers. Therefore, check 
the tested area for both darkening and 
lightening of the color. If you are not satis-
fied with the result when the product is 
dry, discontinue use and contact a spe-
cialist.

Directions: Apply Scratch Remover to a 
lint-free cloth and rub gently into surface 
scratches or areas that need restoration. 
Continue until the scratch is blended. Do 
not rub aggressively! A household hair-
dryer will improve product activation. After 
the repair is completely dry, protect the 
leather with Leather Protector.

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.

20 ml/0.67 fl. oz.

KEEP UPDATED www.fenicecs.com
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Spew Remover
for spew on leather

Spew Remover is suitable for the use on 
all types of leather except nubuck and 
suede. Spew Remover solves a problem 
unique to leather. Occasionally, fatliquors 
used during the tanning process or natural 
animal fat can migrate to the surface leav-
ing a white film. This film can be wiped 
away, but will reappear. Spew Remover 
displaces the film and penetrates into the 
leather to prevent reoccurrence.

Pre-test: The white film can be identified 
as spew when it dissolves with contact to 
heat. A hairdryer can be used to heat the 
area for this test. Use protective gloves dur-
ing application and avoid eye or skin con-
tact. Before applying to the problem area, 
try Spew Remover on a hidden area to be 
sure there is no loss of color or darkening 
after drying. Do not use if you are dissatis-
fied with the test.
Shake well before use.

Directions: Use protective gloves during 
application and avoid eye or skin contact. 
Apply Spew Remover to a soft cloth. Gently 
rub the problem area with the dampened 
cloth. Refold the cloth frequently while  
applying Spew Remover to ensure a clean 
spot on the cloth that will be capable of 
absorbing the grease. If necessary, change 
to a new cloth. After 24 hours, repeat the 
operation if marks or stains of spew ap-
pear again. 

NOTE: We suggest professional dry clean-
ing to safely and permanently remove 
spew from nubuck and suede.

Available also in:

Pull Up Revive
to renew & restore pull up leathers

Leather type usage: For all leathers that 
have a pull up surface treatment.

Description: Over time, the tannery ap-
plied pull up effect will diminish with use. 
This is most evident by a lightening of the 
leather in high use areas. Surface scratch-
es can arise by fingernail marks or light 
scuffs. Pull Up Revive contains the same 
type of formulation applied at the tannery 
by machine. Pull Up Revive transfers this 
process to a hand applied level to give 
the possibility of renewing pull up leath-
ers outside of the tannery.

Pre-test: Pull Up Revive is designed for 
pull up leathers. Identify your leather as 
having a pull up effect prior to use. Apply 
product in a hidden area, heat and make 
sure you are satisfied with the result, oth-
erwise discontinue use.

Directions: Shake well prior to use for 
best results. Apply Pull Up Revive to a 
sponge or lint-free cloth and rub lightly 
into surface scratches or areas that need 
restoration. Use of a household hairdryer 
with heat will assist the product activation. 
For deep scratches, it may be necessary 
to massage the area as you apply heat 
from the dryer. A second application may 
be needed for leathers with excessive wax 
or oil loss.

Routine care: Use Pull Up Revive as need-
ed to keep your pull up leathers looking 
new.

Spew through a microscope lens

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.

5lt
1.3 gal
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Leather Degreaser
for grease from human skin, pets, 
oil & food

Leather Degreaser effectively removes 
accumulated or saturated oil stains from 
leather. Over time, hair or skin oils can ab-
sorb into the leather and leave a stain. Oil 
based stains wick into the leather and sat-
urate to the flesh (back) side of the hide. 
This often appears as a darkening effect 
in the contact areas. Leather Degreaser 
removes these stains in a safe effective 
method. Leather Degreaser is formulated 
to penetrate into the leather, absorb the 
stain, and lift it into an easily manageable 
powder. For heavily stained areas, addi-
tional application may be needed. If pos-
sible, direct application to the flesh side 
(backside) is most effective for removing 
heavy stains. Grease is the major cause of 
dramatic leather deterioration. Degreasing 
is often the first step for a complete pro-
fessional restoration of leather. Constant 
use of Leather Protector will keep grease 
out of leather, ensuring a long-lasting great 
leather experience.

Pre-test: Apply on a hidden area to see if 
the leather is colorfast. If product removes 
color from the surface, discontinue use.

Directions: Cover the areas that are not 
to be treated. Grease expands under the 
leather surface, so leave about 50% more 
of the visible dark area uncovered - you 
only see the top of the iceberg! Shake 
can thoroughly. Hold the can upright, 6 to 
8 inches (15-20 cm) from the spot. De-
press the valve button fully. Spray heavily 
enough to saturate the spot. Immediately 
clean the valve by turning the can upside 
down and spraying until only air is com-
ing out. Let Leather Degreaser dry com-
pletely for at least 4 hours (overnight is 
recommended). Do not use a hairdryer 
otherwise you will prevent the degreas-
ing action. Always work in well-ventilated 
areas. Remove the residual powder using 
a soft tip vacuum cleaner, then with a dry 
sponge. Some spots may require multiple 
applications. We suggest repeating until 
you see the powder dry to a snow-white 
powder (yellow means lots of oil is in the 
leather). Clean the leather with the appro-
priate cleaner, using a sponge to remove 
residual powder. After treatment, protect 
the leather with the appropriate protector 
to keep grease out of the leather.

Mold Remover
for mold on leather (mould)

Mold Remover is formulated for the re-
moval of stains caused by the growth of 
mold on leathers that were exposed to 
high humidity, moisture, or dampness. If 
identified early, Mold Remover eliminates 
the surface stain, resists further growth, 
and returns the leather to its original con-
dition. Surface mold has the appearance 
of dark green spots and is usually com-
bined with an offensive odor. This type of 
stain occurs most often in tropical or high 
humidity climates, conditions where wa-
ter has been absorbed, or when leather 
has been stored in plastic for extended 
periods of time. Mold Remover is a spe-
cialized product that readily resolves prob-
lems of mold.

Pre-test: Use protective gloves during ap-
plication and avoid eye or skin contact. 
Apply Mold Remover to a hidden spot. If 
there is color change, loss, or darkening 
do not use.

Directions: Dampen a soft cloth with Mold 
Remover and gently rub the area to be 
treated. It might be necessary to repeat 
the operation after 24 hours. If the mold 
has been present for a long time, it might 
be necessary to re-color the leather. Use 
Leather Cleaner to remove trace residue 
left by Mold Remover. Protect the leather 
with Leather Protector. 

NOTE: Do not use Mold Remover on 
nubuck leather. For nubuck leather, rub 
with the dry Reviving Sponge.

200 ml/6.7 fl. oz. 400 ml/13 fl. oz.

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.

Available also in:

5lt
1.3 gal
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Leather Glue WB 
(water based)
for fixing cuts and flaps

Leather Glue WB is a flexible strong ad-
hesive precisely formulated for repairing 
flaps abrasions or cuts on leather and vi-
nyl. The flexible nature allows it to be used 
on leather without modifying the leathers 
characteristics. Its industrial strength will 
allow a very long lasting repair.

Directions: Clean the area to be treated 
with Strong Effect Leather Cleaner. Once 
perfectly dry apply Leather Glue WB with 
a knife directly on the edges of the leather 
to be repaired. Join the parts and hold 
them firmly together for about 1 minute, 
removing excess immediately. Allow the 
area to completely dry. 

When repairing an open cut, a backing 
material will be needed to give the glue 
strength and keep the cut from future 
separation. Many materials can be used 
for backing. For example, T-shirt material 
makes a great backing or thin non-woven 
material as is used to cover the bottom of 
sofas. As with Mender, use only the mini-
mum amount of product required and re-
move all excess from the leather.
Touch Up Pigment might be needed to 
complete the repair.

After repairing, use Leather Protector to 
give the needed protection against soil-
ing

Color Make Up
for cracked or scratched areas

Leather type usage: For topcoated and 
pigmented leathers only. 

Color Make Up is a colored cream for 
scratched or cracked leather. It is available 
in 25 fashionable colors that can also be 
mixed to achieve perfect color matching. 
This product is just partially self-fixing, so it 
should not be used on leather subject to 
frequent rubbing. Touch Up Pigment is to 
be used on those areas.

Pre-test: Before use, check for color fast-
ness of the leather by first cleaning with 
Strong Effect Leather Cleaner as in prod-
uct directions. If there is color loss do not 
use the product, contact a specialist. 

Directions: Shake the Color Make Up bot-
tle thoroughly and squeeze a few drops 
onto a soft clean cotton cloth. Apply the 
cream using light circular movements on 
a small area. Polish directly and thoroughly 
with a dry cloth before the product dries. 
Be sure to completely remove product 
from non-cracked or scratched areas. If 
required, treat the whole furniture. After-
wards, seal in the color and protect the 
leather with two or more applications of 
Leather Protector. Finally, gently rub the 
leather with a dry clean cloth to make 
sure there is no color loss. Clean the area 
with Leather Cleaner until color loss ends. 
Then protect with Leather Protector.

20 ml/0.67 fl. oz.

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.
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Touch Up Pigment
for lightly damaged areas

A simple and effective answer for restor-
ing damaged areas of pigmented leathers 
are Touch Up Pigments. They are ready to 
use, self fixing, solvent free and available 
in the following colors:

BLACK
BLUE SUPER
BORDEAUX
CARAMEL 
COBALT
FLAME RED
GOLDEN YELLOW NL
LEMON NL
LIGHT BROWN
MAHOGANY
WHITE

Clean the surface well with Strong Effect 
Leather Cleaner, then leave to dry. Fix 
damages (if needed) with Repairing Paste 
and/or Leather Glue WB.

Shake Touch Up Pigment very well be-
fore use (at least 30 seconds). Touch Up 
Pigment can come pre-mixed or in basic 
colors. In the second case, mix colors to 
achieve the proper shade and adjust the 
sheen by adding the necessary quantity of 
Touch Up Pigment Dulling Agent. Pre-test 
color in a hidden spot to ensure match. 
Match cannot be evaluated until color is 
dry. Apply Touch Up Pigment with a soft 
sponge or cloth, making sure to uniformly 
spread the product, then dry with warm 
air (for example a hairdryer).

If necessary, repeat further treatments of 
application / drying until sufficient cover-
age of the defects and color uniformity 
has been achieved. It is better to carry out 
small applications, allowing drying inter-
vals, avoiding the application of excessive 
quantities.

When a large area has to be treated, usu-
ally the finishing needs to be reconstruct-
ed, so it is advisable to use Pigment Base 
Coat and Top Coat (see refinishing section 
for details).

Once Touch Up Pigment is perfectly dry, 
an application of Leather Protector will al-
low a uniformity of appearance, feel and 
protection against dirt.

Technical Tips:
A. If match is not perfect and you are re-

pairing an area not subject to rubbing, 
you can add a small amount of the 
color to a sponge or cloth that contains 
Leather Protector and wipe in a larger 
area to help blend the color. Applying 
Leather Protector after the repair with-
out color may help to blend the sheen 
levels and uniform the repair area.

B. For two-tone leathers it may be need-
ed to dab additional amounts of color 
in a random pattern around the repair 
area to simulate the two-tone effect. 
For dramatic two-tone effects you may 
need to lightly darken the matched 
color and dab random amounts 
around the repair to match the effect 
of the leather. For more instructions on 
two-tone colors see page 69.

C. Hand-wiped leathers have a typical 
color either wiped on or wiped off a 
base color. To fix a large area you will 
need to duplicate the wiped effect. 
Touch up Aniline might be used.

D. After finishing your repair, massage the 
leather. If possible, grasp the leather 
with both hands around the repair 
area and move the leather in all direc-
tions. This will reactivate the grain of 
the leather and make your repair look 
much more natural.

We are proud to supply all major furniture 
factories our customized bottles & colors 
pre-matched for immediate easy repair of 
surface scratches or abrasions occurring 
during transportation to the stores and 
final customers.

Color sampling is a skill
Our labs are equipped with the latest 
generation computerized spectropho-
tometric technology. We are proud of 
our laboratory staff who have dedicated 
their life in matching colors and enthu-
siastically check and reach perfection 
in color, strarting from the computer 
suggestions.
In fact, despite the computer being the 
best available, it can’t compete with the 
expert eye of a professional in color.

100 ml/3.4 fl. oz.
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Touch Up Pigment 
Dulling Agent
for obtaining the desired degree of 
opacity

Touch Up Pigment Dulling Agent is a wa-
ter-based dulling agent especially formu-
lated for obtaining the desired grade of 
opacity when used together with Touch 
Up Pigment series.

Add maximum 1:1 to the bright Touch Up 
Pigment series then stir well to homoge-
neity before application. 

It is mandatory to stir the product very 
well before use.

Available also in:

Touch Up Markers 

Practical pocket size marker pens for 
consumers and professionals alike for 
re-coloring scratched or damaged areas 
of pigmented leathers in a few seconds. 
Self-fixing, solvent free product self-con-
tained in a sealed marker.

Imagine a ready-to-use marker pen with 
the perfect color tone of your leather item! 
Just shake, apply and leave to dry.  Save 
time - no mess - re-usable many times.

Touch Up Aniline 
for discolored or faded areas of 
aniline leathers or to improve 
color match of multiple panels 

Touch Up Aniline is a product formulated 
for the care of aniline leathers, particu-
larly for renewing colors that have faded 
through use.

Touch Up Aniline forms an extremely thin 
and transparent film, able to renew the 
original color of the leather after repeated 
applications that have had the correct dry-
ing intervals.

It is applied by cloth on the previously 
cleaned area, by a uniform application of 
a small quantity of product. Further appli-
cations, with a correct drying interval, al-
low one to obtain deeper colors, uniform-
ing the color of the damaged area to the 
integral part.
Touch Up Aniline is available in the follow-
ing colors:

000 - NEUTRAL
504 - LEMON
505 - GOLDEN YELLOW
510 - RED
513 - BORDEAUX
515 - BLUE
519 - BLACK
528 - BROWN

Touch Up Aniline is a transparent dye 
that is used to color or shade areas. This 
product will not hide damages since it is 
transparent. Major damages are difficult 
or impossible to invisibly repair on aniline 
leathers. 

Technical Tips:
A. For leathers that are very natural, 

(where colors absorb unevenly) ap-
ply a layer of Leather Protector before 
using Touch Up Aniline. This will slow 
down the effects of the color and uni-
form the final result.

B. Imagine aniline as a colored lens. 
You are layering one color over an-
other. This will help you achieve the 
final shading desired. Many times, 
straight black aniline is the best so-
lution to darken. It is not possible 

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.

10 ml/0.33 fl. oz.

100 ml/3.4 fl. oz.

1lt
1q

Available also in:

1lt
1q
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 to go from darker to lighter leather.
C. For surface scuffs and scrapes, try 

Scratch Remover, Leather Protector, or 
Pull Up Revive depending on the leath-
er type instead of using the color.

D. If higher rub resistance is necessary, 
you can overspray our water-based 
Top Coat, although the appearance 
of very natural leathers might change 
slightly, so pre-test in a hidden area, 

to make sure you’ll like the final result. 
Never use the solvent-borne Top Coat 
Spray on top of aniline colors, as it will 
dissolve colors creating unwanted ef-
fects. Solvent-based topcoats can be 
applied in light layers only after the 
aniline color has been protected with 
a sponge applied layer of diluted and 
crosslinked Adhesion Promoter.

REnEWInG TWo-TonE 
EFFECTS

Touch Up Aniline can be used to renew 
leathers with two-tone effects whe this ef-
fect has been lost due to wear and tear 
or if unsuitable products were used. The 
two-tone effect is usually obtained by a 
lighter pigment base, covered by a darker 
transparent color. 

To create a two-tone effect:
• Clean the surface well with Leather 

Cleaner F.
• Apply Adhesion Promoter
• If necessary, replace the lighter base 

color using Pigment Base Coat (see 
section “Actual re-finish of pigmented 
leather)

• Shake Touch Up Aniline very well before 
use. Mix colors to match the darker. 

• Color match the darker color using 
Touch Up Pigment in the necessary 
colors. Then color match the same 

color using Touch Up Aniline. Mix the 

two colours in a 1:1 ratio. If further cor-

rections are needed, use only Touch Up 

Aniline.

• Apply color to a sponge or lint free cloth 

and lightly rub or blot into the area that 

needs color trying to create the same 

effect as the rest of the leather. The 

product can also be spray applied.

• Spray one coat of Adhesion Promoter.

• Apply a light layer of Top Coat (Spray, if 

aniline has been protected with Adhe-

sion Promoter, or water-based). Repeat 

if necessary.

• Solvent-based topcoast can be applied 

in light coats on aniline colors only af-

ter these have been protected with a 

layer of diluted and crosslinked Adhe-

sion Promoter, applied by sponge the 

anilines dissolve in solvents and create 

a water drop effect.

nubuck Color Revive
for a revitalizing effect on nubuck 
leather 

Nubuck Color Revive is formulated to 
perform a pronounced revitalizing effect 
on heavily used, faded or aged nubuck 
leather.

It maintains and renews the writing effect 
of nubuck, restores the brightness of the 
original colors and leaves a pleasant natu-
ral touch.

Nubuck Color Revive is applied by spray 
and left to completely dry at room tem-
perature. Protect leather with Nubuck Pro-
tector when the leather is dry.

Nubuck Color Revive is available in the 
following colors:

000 - NEUTRAL
504 - LEMON
505 - GOLDEN YELLOW
510 - RED
513 - BORDEAUX
515 - BLUE
519 - BLACK
528 - BROWN

Available also in:100 ml/3.4 fl. oz.

1lt
1q
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Benefix
fixing agent for nubuck and suede 
leathers 

Benefix is an extraordinary water-based 
fixing agent to stop discoloring or color 
loss that may occur from nubuck and 
suede leathers. It maintains the original 
brightness and writing effect of the fibers 
without affecting the original softness and 
feel.

First, revive the nubuck or suede leather 
with the Reviving Sponge. Add to one part 
of Benefix two parts of water, mix well 
and spray apply. One light coat should be 
enough to stop discoloring. In this way, 
Benefix forms a very soft film. When dry, 
you can use the Reviving Sponge again if 
necessary for achieving the desired feel.

Top Coat Spray 
Gloss / Matte
to grant adhesion and fix colors 

A very easy, quick and convenient spray 
can, that is used to apply topcoat when 
needed; a great tool that should never 
miss in a professional repair technician’s 
tool box.
Examples of situations when this can be 
necessary are to:
• Stop discoloring from leathers.
• Restore rub resistance and protection 

on old leathers.
• Uniform the shade of repaired leather.
• Make furniture dull that has become 

glossy with use.

Top Coat Spray is available in gloss and 
matte. To achieve an intermediate shade, 
spray the gloss topcoat first and then 
overspray the matte as needed.

The product is solvent-based to grant ex-
cellent adhesion to any leather even in 
difficult situations. Use in a well-ventilated 
area. Let it dry for 24 hours before using 
the furniture.
Do not spray heavily over Touch Up Ani-
line as solvents will dissolve aniline colors 
leaving an undesirable effect. If you need 
to apply Top Coat over aniline, protect it 
with a sponge applied layer of crosslinked 
and diluted Adhesion Promoter or use a 
water-based Top Coat.

1lt / 1 quart 5lt / 1.3 gallons

200 ml/6.7 fl. oz.
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Heat Paper

This serves as a protective barrier between 
the Heat Iron and the grain copy.

Grain Copier 

Grain Copier is a very advanced two com-
ponent product created to duplicate
grain molds in five minutes.
It comes in a convenient and easy to use 
50 ml (1.7 fl. oz.) packaging.

Duplicates can be used many times.

The mixer (optional)
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Heat Repair

This product is studied to reproduce grain 
on heavily damaged leather. It is
cured by heating it with the Heat Iron and 
will produce a permanent flexible
bond with the surrounding leather.
When properly applied, repair becomes 
invisible.

1. Clean the damage using Remover.
2. Fill the damage with Heat Repair.
3. Put the grain copy (made with “Grain 

Copier”) on top of the Heat Repair.
4. Make sure Heat Paper is on top of the 

grain copy.

5. Move slowly around the Heat Iron on 
top of the Heat Paper for about 30-40 
seconds.

6. Remove Heat Paper and the grain 
copy. Grain copies can be stored for 
future use or disposed off.

7. Recolor the damaged area using Touch 
Up Pigment or completely refinish the 
leather as needed.

8. Apply Leather Protector over the area 
as a final step.

Surface Repair 

Reconstruction of surface and grain in 
case of superficial damages like scratches, 
scars etc. on pigmented leather.

Instructions for use
1. Clean the damaged area with Deep 

Cleaner F.
2. Dry the surface with blower or hair 

dryer.
3. Apply the “Surface repair” on the dam-

aged spot with a spatula. Use small 
quantities of the product in order to 
create a fine film.

4. The direction of the first stroke is op-
posite of the direction in which the 
damage was created.

5. The direction of the second stroke 
is in the same direction in which the 
damage was created.

6. Dry with blower or hair dryer.

 
7. Repeat the treatment while applying 

fine layers until the damaged area is 
completely filled.

8. Spray the repaired area with Pigment 
Base Coat or Touch Up Pigment in the 
right color.

9. Dry with blower or hairdryer and re-
peat this until the repaired area is 
completely covered with paint.

10. Make a mold of the grain using the 
“Grain copier” and heat this mold with 
a blower until it changes color. Protect 
your hand with a cloth against the 
heat while heating.

11. Push the heated mold firmly for 10 
- 15 seconds against the center of 
the repaired area with the grain in the 
proper position.

12. Recolor if necessary and, if you have 
used Pigment Base Coat, finish the 
area with top coat.

20 ml/0.67 fl. oz.

20 ml/0.67 fl. oz.

KEEP UPDATED www.fenicecs.com



Repairing Damaged Grain
(the pattern of the leather) 

FENICE has a wide range of tested and 
easy-to-use repair products for all types 
of leather. To reconstruct the finishing 
we use a technology developed from 
the one we provide to tanneries to finish 
leathers. 

Here is just one example:
how to repair a very deep cut. 
This is unfortunately quite a typical type 
of damage.

Clean the damage using REMOVER. 
You will need to make a copy of the 
grain to be reproduced over the dam-
age. Select an area next to the damage 
to be used to copy the grain and apply 
LEATHER PROTECTOR on this area (do 
not apply over the damage!).

Let’s duplicate the grain now. 
GRAIN COPIER is a very advanced two-
component product created to duplicate 
grain molds in just 1 minute. It comes 
in a convenient and easy to use packag-
ing. 

Press out in a cup an equal amount of 
the two components from the two car-
tridges.

Mix the GRAIN COPIER well to obtain a 
homogenous mixture.

Immediately apply the GRAIN COPIER 
mixture to the leather in the area to be 
used to copy the grain (not on the dam-
age!), where the LEATHER PROTECTOR 
was applied. Leave to dry. This takes just 
about 1 minute. 

Fill the damage with HEAT REPAIR.
It is a speciality cured by heating with 
the HEAT IRON producing a perma-
nent flexible bond with the surrounding 
leather. When properly applied, the re-
pair becomes invisible and will endure.

A spatula may be used to level the HEAT 
REPAIR.
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When dry, lift up the GRAIN COPIER. 
You have now a perfect duplicate grain 
mold reusable indefinitely.   

Put the grain copy on top of the HEAT 
REPAIR, with the print facing the dam-
age. Put HEAT PAPER on top of the grain 
copy.

Move the HEAT IRON slowly over the 
HEAT PAPER in a circular movements 
for about 30-40 seconds.

After a few seconds when cool remove 
HEAT PAPER and the grain copy. Color 
the damaged area using the correctly 
matched TOUCH UP PIGMENT or com-
pletely refinish the leather as needed.

When the color is completely dry, apply 
LEATHER PROTECTOR over the area as 
a final step to protect the leather and 
give a uniform, nice feel.
Now you have repaired a very serious 
damage in just a few minutes!
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Leather renovation

When is good adhesion necessary?
This problem can arise even during the touch-up of a leather article. This is 
particularly so when working on a leather that has already been finished; it 
is always necessary to check that the products adheres well to the previous 
finishing. Older finished leathers can present various problems of adhesion 
due to dirt, grease or poor finishings. To avoid inconveniences it is necessary 
to check adhesion after application of each product, especially after the first 
coat and after having cleaned the leather. 

How can I obtain good adhesion?
If the adhesion of the leather is not sufficient, it is necessary to use a specific 
product on the leather as a first step. One coat of the water-based Adhesion 
Promoter diluted, and crosslinked is normally sufficient enough to proceed 
with good results. Extra Adhesion is a high performance product ready to be 
sprayed, a quicker alternative if you can use solvent based products.

How can I check the adhesion?
To check adhesion, all you need is transparent adhesive tape (the wide ver-
sion is best). Stick it well to the top surface of the leather, once completely 
dry from at least 4 hours. Remove it quickly and look to see if any color has 
been removed. In this case, adhesion is too poor, so it is necessary to start 
again from the beginning. 

Leather finishing can be made on full grain leathers (where you see the natu-
ral surface of the leather like your skin) or on buffed leathers. Buffed leathers 
are obtained by sanding full grain leathers with a special machine, using dif-
fering sandpaper according to the need: i.e. 180 for low quality leathers, 600 
for more beautiful leathers. This operation is carried out when the leathers 
have many defects, therefore buffed leathers have a lower value. Buffing 
helps hiding defects. In order to improve the quality of the leathers, a stucco 
(or pasting) is sometimes applied. This stucco called Mender is applied by 
spatula to fill deep defects of leathers. When dry, the leathers are buffed, 
then finished. The above procedure is carried out in the tanneries and we 
will use the same process during leather re-finishing. The type of sanding 
performed on a leather allows an additional classification of leathers: 
• FULL GRAIN: non sanded;
• CORRECTED: (snuffed) sanded with fine sandpaper. The top grain is still 

partially on the leather;
• BUFFED: sanded so that the top grain is fully removed. 
 A pattern similar to the original grain is then recreated by embossing the 

leather.

Why use crosslinkers?
The actual requirements for the fastness of finished leather, such as its rub 
resistance and wet or abrasion resistance, impose the use of ‘crosslinking’ 
chemicals, that when added to either water- or solvent-borne topcoats, incre-
dibly increase performances. 

What are crosslinkers?
Crosslinkers are complex organic molecules able to set up chemical links 
between the molecular chains of the polymers that make up the topcoat film 
deposited on the leather. 

Adhesion 

Correcting leather defects 
while finishing 

The role of the crosslinker 
(Crosslinker 86 and 
Crosslinker 11) 
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To simplify this chemical action we can see the molecules through a mi-
croscope, for example here is our adhesion promoter without crosslinkers: 
graph 

However, if we add the crosslinkers to our products before spraying them, this 
froms ‘bridges’ that anchor the product’s molecules between themselves and 
the leather, very much increasing the rub resistance properties: graph

In more correct terms, this reaction starts a tri-dimensional complex that 
dramatically increases the mechanical properties of the film, such as surface 
hardness, toughness, flex resistance. Furthermore, crosslinking reaction redu-
ces and even removes the presence of water sensitive hydrophilic functional 
groups in the polymeric structure which results in a significant reduction in 
water sensitivity, therefore a greater improvement in wet rub fastness.

Why must a mixture containing crosslinkers be used within 8 
hours?
This involves highly reactive molecules, dissolved in inert solvents that start 
to react as soon as they are added to the topcoat: thus obtaining better re-
sults in a quicker time. On the other hand, it also means that the topcoat with 
crosslinker must be used within a short time, usually 8 hours, otherwise this 
creating of ‘bridges’ increases viscosity until it is unusable.

How are crosslinkers be added to the mixture?
The dosage and the way the crosslinker is added to the fixing agent needs 
very careful attention, it should be added slowly and while stirring to avoid a 
too fast reaction with the topcoat. A very efficient and easy to use crosslin-
ker is Crosslinker 86. This is particularly appreciated for its crosslinking with 
water-based topcoats. For correct use, we suggest the following simple rules: 
• Crosslinker 86 is added to the topcoat at the moment to be used in a ratio 
of about 10% in weight. 
• Add slowly whilst stirring to be sure of a perfect dispersion of the crosslinker 
in the fixing agent. Crosslinker 86 is formulated with suitable solvents for a 
rapid and efficient homogenization of the mixture ready for use. Therefore, 
no pre-dilution is required, when it is added to fixing agents, whereas it is 
diluted if used with Adhesion Promoter (see instructions aside).

How long does it take for the crosslinking process to complete?
Once the topcoat with the crosslinker has been applied to the leather and 
dried, the action of Crosslinker 86 will gradually increase general resistances 
(in particular the wet and rub resistance). This is normally completed within 
48-72 hours. 

How are leathers to be dried after a crosslinked mixture?
The drying of the leathers after topcoat application must be very accurate, 
because the crosslinker incorporated in the film and then applied on the lea-
ther is sensitive to air humidity. If the leathers are dried well with a hairdryer 
after fixing, all the crosslinker is used for increasing the physical characteristics 
of the leathers. On the other hand, if dried naturally, the leathers will have 
slightly reduced performances because part of the crosslinker is neutralized 
by the humidity in the air. However, the performances will be better than any 
fixing agent without crosslinkers. 

What precautions are advisable when using crosslinkers?
In general, all chemical crosslinkers are to be used following important safety 
precautions. Avoid direct contact with skin when using. Use impermeable 
rubber gloves. Do not breathe vapors. Use the product only in well-ventilated 
areas, possibly using respiratory protection. 

surface of the leather

A

A

B

superficie della pelle

B

surface of the leather

Enlargened version of an adhesion promoter 
without crosslinkers

The anchorage of the crosslinkers is highlighted 
here in red 
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In time, and especially if not properly taken care of, 
leather furniture will show its age.
A regular routine of cleaning and protection with 
Leather Cleaner and Leather Protector helps pre-
vent many undesirable traits, but sometimes cracks, 
scratches, cuts, fading and abraded areas become 
evident. 

In re-finishing leather, FENICE’s methods are safe, 
simple and environmentally friendly. Now we will 
outline the steps for re-finishing a pigmented leath-
er sofa:

1. Clean the leather and remove anything that 
could prevent adhesion of the new finish-
ing.

2. Fill deep cracks and holes.

3. Apply Adhesion Promoter to grant adhe-
sion of the color to the leather.

4. Cover and color the leather with Pigment 
Base Coat.

5. Fix the color with the final Top Coat.

Let’s explain these steps in detail. We suggest to 
carefully follow the instructions provided and read 
the description of each product on the following 
pages.

If possible, try to separate single pieces to make 
your work easier.

 Leather sofa conditioning 
procedure 
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STEP 1: 
CLEAnInG AnD DEGREASInG
a) Ultra Rapid Cleaner
b) Leather Degreaser (if necessary)
c) Deep Cleaner F
d) Strong Effect Leather Cleaner

Stains and grease in general will prevent the new 
finishing from attaching perfectly to the leather.
First, we will use a water-based cleaner to remove 
general soiling, then we will remove all grease 
inside the leather (if necessary) with Leather De-
greaser and finally clean with the solvent-based 
Deep Cleaner F to complete the degreasing action 
on the surface and completely remove any residual 
stain. This will leave the surface in the best condi-
tion, ready for the new finishing. 

Clean your leather item with Ultra Rapid Cleaner, to 
remove surface dirt. Dampen a clean sponge well 
with Ultra Rapid Cleaner and rub in a circular move-
ment. Remove excess with paper or cloth and leave 
to dry. 

Grease can be absorbed in headrests and armrests. 
In these areas, treatment with Leather Degreaser is 
strongly recommended. Simply spray a heavy coat 
of Leather Degreaser on any greasy part. It will dry 
to a white powder that will absorb grease from the 
leather. Leave the powder to work for at least 4 
hours, preferably overnight. Do not dry with a hair-
dryer as you will prevent the product’s degreasing 
action. Remove the powder from the leather using 
a vacuum cleaner with a soft tip and then a dry 
sponge. Clean the leather with Strong Effect Leather 
Cleaner.

After a standard cleaning and eventual use of Leath-
er Degreaser, you need Deep Cleaner F to clean 
the leather thoroughly and remove most of the old 
finishing. You can use Deep Cleaner F with a cloth 
or paper towel, often changing it for a better action. 

The effect of Deep Cleaner F is very dramatic.
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STEP 2: 
SMooTHInG THE SURFACE
(When necessary)
a) Leather Glue WB
b) Mender

If necessary, glue down all raised flaps using Leather 
Glue WB. Apply the glue only on the lower side of 
the flap and push it down. Immediately remove any 
excess glue. Leave to dry for about one hour. Do not 
use a blower.

Sometimes there are deep cracks and worn away 
areas that need to be filled using Mender – a white 
paste that fills in gaps, being flexible enough to hold 
the finishing nicely together, without cracking. 
Mender is to be gently applied by spatula or a hard 
plastic card. Try to fill scratches without leaving ex-
cess product on the leather surface. 

Mender may be mixed with a maximum of 10% 
properly matched (or slightly darker) Pigment Base 
Coat to fit in better with the color of the leather 
article. 

Leave to dry for at least 4 hours, possibly overnight. 
Do not dry with a hairdryer as this would affect the 
product’s performance and adhesion. 

When completely dry, the surface can be made 
even, by a light rubbing with 400 sandpaper.

Remove dust particles by air pressure, with a mi-
crofiber cloth or with a soft-tipped vacuum cleaner. 
Now you should have a smooth, even surface. If 
not, use Mender again, as beforehand. 
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STEP 3: 
GRAnTInG ADHESIon

- Adhesion Promoter + 10% Crosslinker

- Extra Adhesion 

Mask with tape any part you do not want colored. 

If you prefer to use Adhesion Promother, add slowly 
while stirring 10% of Crosslinker. This mixture should  
be used within 8 hours. Extra Adhesion does not 
need Crosslinker.

To make sure the leather is evenly covered, first 
spray with a vertical movement, then with an hori-
zontal movement, overlap with the last cross and 
keep spraying even whilst changing direction.
Avoid excessive spraying on any one area that could 
form drops. 

A hairdryer should be 
used to speed up 
drying and achieve a 
better result. Go ahead 
with steps 4 and 5 as 
soon as possible.

STEP 4: 
CoLoRInG

Pigment Base Coat

Now the leather is ready to be colored. Match the 
sofa color by mixing the necessary color tones of 
Pigment Base Coat. Sponge apply the product in 
difficult areas. 

Then spray two light coats.
A hairdryer may be used for quick drying.
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STEP 5: 
SEALInG AnD PRoTECTInG THE 
LEATHER
Top Coat (Gloss+ Matte) + Crosslinker 86 + 
FM (Slip or Non-Slip) Additive (feel modifier)

The topcoat is the final step to protect the leather, 
grant against color transfer and give the needed 
physical properties. Take a look at your leather and 
decide what level of sheen you want to give to your 
final artwork. You have a Gloss and Matte Top Coat 
available, that can be mixed in any ratio. Keep in 
mind that matte finishing hides defects better and 
gives a more natural look. Once the sheen has been 
selected by eventually mixing the two topcoats, you 
can obtain the desired feel of the leather by add-
ing no more than 5% of FM Slip or Non Slip Addi-
tive. With the topcoat it is essential to add 10% of 
Crosslinker 86 to grant the necessary high physical 
properties. Remember to stir when adding. Sponge 
apply the product in difficult areas and then spray 
one light coat, or maximum two, if you want to in-
crease rub resistance. You should use a hairdryer 
to speed up drying and achieve the greatest final 
performance. If necessary spray the second coat im-
mediately after the first is dry. Rub resistance can be 
checked after 48 hours by rubbing on the leather 
when dry a white cloth dampened with water and 
inspecting for color transfer. Top Coat mixed with 
Crosslinker 86 or Crosslinker 11 should be used 
within 8 hours.

If possible, apply Leather Protector and leave your 
renewed sofa to rest for a couple of days.
Please remember to recommend your customer to 
follow an appropriate cleaning and care routine with 
Fenice products to make sure the precious item will 
please then for many years.

PREPARInG yoUR CUSToMIzED,
HIGH CoMFoRT ToPCoAT

90 parts TOP COAT GLOSS
 TOP COAT MATTE

10 parts CROSSLINKER 86 or CROSSLINKER 11

Max 5 parts, FM SLIP ADDITIVE or FM NON-SLIP ADDITIVE
(if you wish)
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In re-finishing car leather, FENICE’s methods are safe, simple 
and environmentally friendly. 

Now we will outline the steps for re-finishing a leather car
seat.

1.  Clean the seat and remove anything that could 
prevent adhesion of the new finishing.

2.  Fill deep cracks, holes and repair any 
scratches.

3.  Apply Adhesion Promoter to grant adhesion of the 
color to the leather.

4. Cover and color the leather with Pigment Base Coat.

5.  Fix the color with the final Top Coat.

STEP 1: 
CLEAnInG AnD DEGREASInG
a) Strong Effect Leather Cleaner
b) Leather Degreaser (if necessary)
c) Deep Cleaner F

Stains and grease in general will prevent the new finishing from
attaching perfectly to the leather.
First, we will use a water-based cleaner to remove general soiling. 

Use a sponge dampened with Strong Effect Leather Cleaner to re-
move surface dirt from the seat, rubbing with circular movements. 
Remove excess with paper or cloth and dry.

Treatment with Leather Degreaser is strongly recommended  
particularly or, headrests, armrests and steering wheels, but if ne-
cessary also on the seats. 

Simply spray a heavy coat of Leather Degreaser on any greasy 
part and leave it to work for at least 4 hours. It will dry to a white 
powder that will absorb grease from the leather. Do not dry with a 
hairdryer as you will prevent the product’s degreasing action. 
Remove the powder from the leather using a vacuum cleaner 
with a soft tip and then a dry sponge. 

Clean the leather with Deep Cleaner F to achieve a better adhe-
sion. Apply Deep Cleaner F with a sponge, or using blotting paper 
or cloth, changing them frequently for an effective action.

Car seat refinishing procedure

Suggestions for car seats
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STEP 2: 
SMooTHInG THE SURFACE  
AnD REPAIRInG THE SCRATCHES
a) Leather Glue WB
b) Mender (to fix deep cracks)
c) Surface Repair (to fix light scratches)

Glue down all raised flaps using Leather Glue WB. Apply the glue
with a spatula going inside the scratch. Keep the flaps joined  
together for about one minute. Remove any excess glue. 
Sometimes there are worn away areas that need to be filled using 
Mender – a white paste that fills in deep cracks.

Mender may be mixed with a maximum of 10% properly matched 
(or slightly darker) Pigment Base Coat to achieve an easier cover 
of the repair.

To make color matching easy, we’ve added in your automotive 
tool box a color chart. Select from the leather swatches included 
the one that best matches the color you would like to achieve. On 
the back of the leather, you will find a reference number. Using this 
number, you may find the color formulation on the table provided.  

Mender is to be gently applied by spatula or a hard plastic card. 
Try to fill scratches without leaving excess product on the leather 
surface. Leave to dry. If possible avoid using the hairdryer as this 
would reduce the product’s performance and adhesion. 
In case of superficial scratches, Surface Repair can be used.  
Apply the product on the damaged spot with a spatula. Use small 
quantities of product to form a thin layer. Many applications can 
be necessary till covering the damage. Dry with a hairdryer. 
When completely dry, the surface can be made even, by a light 
rubbing with 400-600 sandpaper. Remove dust particles with a 
cloth or with a soft-tipped vacuum cleaner. Now you should have 
a smooth, even surface. If not, use Mender or Surface Repair 
again, as beforehand.

STEP 3: 
GRAnTInG ADHESIon

To grant adhesion, you may use the water based Adhesion  
Promoter, mixed with 10% Crosslinker, or the solvent  
based Extra Adhesion. Extra Adhesion is more powerful, but  
sometimes environmental issues may suggest to use  
water based product. 

Mask with tape any part of the seat you do not want colored.
 
Apply the product by sponge in areas where you can not spray 
effectively, then spray a light coat. 
Dry with a hairdryer especially in folded leather making sure that 
the folds will not stick together. 
 
At this point the seat surface is lightly sticky. We recommend to go 
ahead with steps 4 and 5 as soon as possible. 

The minimum spare time between the operations at points 3, 4 
and 5 will grant the best final result1.

(NOTE 1) Crosslinker strongly links the Adhesion Promoter to the leather surface 
in order to grant the best adhesion. 
If the PIGMENT BASE COAT (PBC) is applied immediately after the Adhesion 
Promoter is dried, Crosslinker links the base coat too. The result is a superb 
adhesion with the leather surface and long resistance effect. 
Any product mixed with Crosslinker must be used within 8 hours.
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STEP 4: 
CoLoRInG THE SEAT
Pigment Base Coat

Now the leather seat is ready to be colored. You probably already 
matched the seat color by mixing the necessary color tones of 
Pigment Base Coat to apply Mender, otherwise just do it now. 
Spray a coat over all the seat trying at best to uniform all the areas. 
A hairdryer may be used for quick drying. Repeat the operation.

STEP 5: 
SEALInG AnD PRoTECTInG THE LEATHER
Top Coat (Matte + Gloss) + 
Crosslinker 86 + 
FM Slip (or Non-Slip) Additive (feel modifier) + 
Leather Fragrance (perfumed essence to give the leather a  
natural scent)

The topcoat is the final step to protect the leather, grant against 
color transfer and give the needed physical properties. 

Take a look at your leather and decide what level of sheen you want 
to give to your final artwork. You have a Gloss and Matte Top Coat 
available, that can be mixed in any ratio. Keep in mind that matte fi-
nishing is today a standard in automotive seats, hides defects better 
and gives a more natural look. 

Once the sheen has been selected, by eventually mixing the two 
topcoats, you can obtain the desired feel of the leather by adding a 
maximum of 5% of FM Slip (feel modifier – silky hand) or Non Slip 
Additive (feel modifier – braking hand). 

It is essential to add 10% of Crosslinker 86 on the total of the 
Topcoat mixture to grant the necessary high physical properties. 
Remember to stir when adding and then mix very well the com-
ponents. Spray a coat of the mixture. You should use a hairdryer 
to speed up drying. Repeat the operation. Rub resistance can be 
checked after 48 hours by rubbing a wet white cloth on the leather 
seat when dry and inspecting for color transfer. Top Coat mixed with 
Crosslinker 86 should be used within 8 hours. 

Now you can enjoy years of confort on your renewed car seats, 
thanks to FENICE’S safe, simple and environmentally friendly  
refinishing products.

FINAL RESULT!
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Some photos that show 
the same procedure on 
a car seat in very bad 
conditions, with clear 
marks of ageing

Colored Mender application

AdhesionSandpaper

FINAL RESULT!

Coloring and fixing
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Professional products 
for renovation 

Extra Adhesion
solven-based adhesion 
promoter

Extra Adhesion is a very powerful  
adhesion promoter. Extra Adhesion is 
used when high performance is required 
and solvent spraying is not an issue.

Available also in:

Mender
for hiding defects on leather

Mender is a paste used during finishing 
reconstruction for hiding defects such as 
scratches, thorn marks, cracks and abra-
sions. Mender is easily sanded (buffed), 
therefore it is particulary suitable to be 
used when a perfectly even surface is de-
sired before a complete refinishing.

Directions: It is applied using a spatula, left 
to dry and then buffed with buffing paper 
to produce a smooth surface ready for the 
subsequent finishing. Mender adheres 
well to the leather, even if the leather is 
greasy and not very absorbent.

Lightly overfill the defect to compensate 
for the small reduction in volume due to 
drying. Leave Mender to dry until it is easy 
to sand to a powder, at least 4/6 hours 
but possibly overnight. Do not use a hair-
dryer or you will dramatically affect prod-
uct performance and adhesion. Mender 
may be colored as desired adding up to 
10% of Touch Up Pigment.

70 ml/2.5 fl. oz.

Adhesion Promoter
water-based adhesion 
promoter

Adhesion Promoter is a soft polyurethane 
with extraordinary adhesion, high tenacity 
and low tack. 
Adhesion Promoter is employed as  
adhesion prebottoming coat before 
the application of Touch Up Pigment or  
Pigment Base Coat while reconstructing a 
pigmented finishing.

Available also in:

1lt / 1 quart

5lt
1.3 gal

5lt
1.3 gal

1lt / 1 quart
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Crosslinker 86
to improve wet-rub resistance and 
adhesion of the finishing

Crosslinker 86 is used in waterborne top-
coats, as well as with Adhesion Promoter 
to improve wet-rub resistance and adhe-
sion. It’s a solvent based, very powerful 
crosslinker.

Directions: Crosslinker 86 can be used 
in a ratio of 10% on the Top Coat / 
Adhesion Promoter weight. Very im-
portant: the addition should be made 

whilst stirring to ensure the complete 
homogenization of the crosslinkers. 

Keep stirring for one minute after addition. 
Mixtures containing Crosslinker 86 must 
be used within 8 hours.

Crosslinker 11
to improve wet-rub resistance and 
adhesion of the finishing.

Crosslinker  11  is   an  innovative water 
based crosslinker which offers a good 
alternative to the use of Crosslinker 86 
when it is not available or if there are 
environmental restrictions to using solvent 
products. The  product  is used with 
topcoats (TOP COAT MATTE and TOP COAT 
GLOSS) and with  Adhesion  Promoter to 
improve wet rub resistance and adhesion. 
It can also be used mixed in a ratio of 5% 
with PBC to obtain a better result.

Directions: Crosslinker  11  can  be  used  
in  a  ratio of 10% on the Top Coat/
Adhesion Promoter weight or in 5% on 
the weight of Pigment Base Coat.

Important note:  the addition should be 
made whilst stirring to ensure the complete 
homogenization of the crosslinkers.
Keep   stirring   for   one  minute  after  
addition.  Mixtures  containing Crosslinker 
11 must be used within 8 hours.

In some cases it is necessary to use 
Crosslinker 86 instead of Crosslinker 11:  
for car interiors, for white or very clear 
leathers subject to sun rays, or for black 
or very matt leathers with a heavy 
topcoat.

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.

Available also in:

Pigment Base Coat
to reconstruct pigmented leather

Pigment Base Coat is a basecoat for pig-
mented leathers to be used for the re-
construction of the leather finishing for 
pigmented upholstery.
The product grants a good coverage and 
excellent adhesion. It may be applied by 
sponge first and then by spray, eventu-
ally lightly diluted with water to reach an 
appropriate viscosity. A roller sponge may 
also be used for even coverage.

Pigment Base Coat is available in the fol-
lowing colors:

• BLACK
• BLUE SUPER
• BORDEAUX
• CARAMEL
• COBALT
• FLAME RED
• GOLDEN YELLOW NL
• LEMON NL
• LIGHT BROWN 
• MAHOGANY
• WHITE

Directions: Match the color by mixing the 
necessary color tones of Pigment Base 
Coat. Sponge apply the product, especially 
in difficult areas. Spray two light coats. A 
hairdryer may be used for quick drying.

1lt / 1 quart

Available also in:

5lt
1.3 gal

1lt
1q

5lt
1.3 gal 250 

ml
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FM Slip Additive
silky feel modifier

FM Slip Additive is a feel modifier that al-
lows one to obtain a silky and slightly wet 
feel. Moreover, when added to Top Coat 
it remarkably increases scuff and wet rub 
resistance.

Directions: Use FM Slip Additive mixed 
with Top Coat in a proportion of 5%  
according to the desired degree of slip 
required.

Available also in:

Leather Additive Fragrance 
a perfume to be added to topcoats.

Added to water-based “Top Coat Gloss” 
and “Top Coat Matte” in a quantity of 0,5 %  
it gives a pleasant scent to leather.

Top Coat Gloss
waterborne glossy top coat to fix 
pigmented leather

Top Coat Gloss is a ready-to-use water-
borne topcoat characterized by a glossy 
bright, tough film which is also extremely 
scratch resistant. Top Coat Gloss has a 
slightly slippery feel that allows one to ob-
tain glossy finishing with excellent wet/dry 
rub and scratch resistance.
Alternatively, Top Coat Gloss may be 
mixed with Top Coat Matte to obtain the 
desired degree of opacity.
Add Crosslinker 86 to Top Coat Gloss to 
improve general resistances, particularly 

wet resistances. Top Coat mixed with 
Crosslinker 86 has to be used within 8 
hours. Sponge apply the product in dif-
ficult areas and then spray one light coat, 
or maximum two, if you want to increase 
rub resistance. If possible use a hairdryer 
to speed up drying. Spray the second 
coat immediately after the first is dry.

Available also in:

FM non-Slip Additive
draggy feel modifier

FM Non-Slip Additive is a waterborne feel 
modifier, particularly suitable for uphol-
stery leathers that imparts a waxy, slightly 
draggy but not greasy feel. 

Directions: FM Non-Slip Additive is em-
ployed in combination with the Top Coat 
in a quantity of maximum 5% on the 
weight of the product according to the 
desired effect.

Available also in:

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.

5lt / 1.3 gallons

5lt
1.3 gal

5lt
1.3 gal

20 ml/0.85 fl. oz.

1lt
1q
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Top Coat Matte
waterborne dull top coat to fix 
pigmented leather

Top Coat Matte is a water-based dull fixing 
product for upholstery leathers, character-
ized by excellent adhesion and flowout. It 
allows one to obtain a very uniform degree 
of opacity and high general fastness without 
greying. The resulting feel is very pleasant.
Top Coat Matte forms a medium-hard film 
with a slightly waxy feel and very good 
physical/mechanical properties that can 
be developed by using Crosslinker 86. 

Top Coat mixed with Crosslinker 
86 has to be used within 8 hours. 
Sponge apply the product in difficult areas 
and then spray one light coat, or maxi-
mum two, if you want to increase rub 
resistance. If possible, use a hairdryer to 
speed up drying. Spray the second coat 
immediately after the first one is dry.

Bycast Top Finish
shiny topcoat for bycast

Bycast Top Finish is a ready-to-use 
waterborne topcoat characterized by 
a glossy bright, tough film which is also 
extremely scratch resistant. Bycast Top 
Finish has a slightly slippery feel that 
allows one to obtain glossy finishing 
with excellent wet/dry rub and scratch 
resistance. If necessary, Bycast Top Finish 
may be mixed with Top Coat Matte to 
obtain the desired degree of opacity. 

Spray apply one light coat, or maximum 
two, if you want to increase rub resistance. 
If possible use a hairdryer to speed up 
drying. Spray the second coat immediately 
after the first is dry.

Available also in:

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.

5lt / 1.3 gallons

Bycast Basecoat Colors
spray colors for renewing bycast

They are to be spray applied in multiple 
light coats (a serious damage may require 
6-7 applications). Dry well after each 
application and repeat operation until you 
have obtained uniform coverage. 

Bycast base colors is available in the 
following colors:

At the end, seal in the color with 
Bycast Top Finish.

Severe damage on Bycast leather

REPAIRED!

• BLACK 
• BLUE SUPER 
• BORDEAUX 
• CARAMEL 
• COBALT 
• FLAME RED 
• GOLDEN YELLOW NL 

• LEMON NL
• LIGHT BROWN 
• MAHOGANY
• WHITE

5lt
1.3 gal

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.
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Fabric & microfiber 
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1.  Weekly vacuuming or light brushing helps to remove soil and prevent 
the embedding of dirt or grime between fibers which can increase 
abrasion and wear.

2.  Rotate reversible cushions periodically, so that the textile gets an even 
amount of wear on both sides and the seat filling has time to spring 
back into shape. 

3.  Protect your sofa from direct sunlight and heat sources if possible. 
Direct sunlight will cause any textile to fade.

4.  Carry out the Loving Furniture textile protection treatment on your 
sofa to prolong the life of your textile and reduce maintenance by 
preventing permanent staining. 

5. Loose arm covers are a practical way of protecting the most exposed 
part of your sofa. Get them dry-cleaned when they are dirty or simply 
replace after a while. 

6.  Remove spills quickly and use only specialized Loving Furniture 
upholstery products. Quickly soak up liquid with a clean, absorbent 
cloth. Remove solids with a spoon. Do not rub.

7.  New jeans, particularly if they are damp can leave dye on your fur-
niture. This can be very difficult to remove. The risk of this is greatly 
reduced after they have been washed for the first time.

Fabric care 

Quality furniture is an investment. 
To keep it looking its best it needs re-
gular cleaning & care. The useful life of 
fabric upholstery can be increased if the 
consumer follows a few simple rules. 
Here are a few tips to help you: 
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Textile Cleaner

Textile Cleaner is a stain-remover which 
efficiently removes protein- or waterbased 
stains on protected fabric or when the 
stains are not sedimented.
It does not leave a residue like some 
cleaning products or conventional soap 
and water.

Pre-Test: if dry, dampen with a white cloth 
with water only. Rub the fabric lightly to 
see if color is transferred to the cloth. 
If color is removed just with water, it is 

certain that any product will remove color, 
so in this case do not use the cleaner. If 
there is no color loss with water, gently 
shake the cleaner bottle and repeat 
the test with Textile Cleaner, being sure 
that you are satisfied with the results.

Textile Care Kit
kit for the cleaning and protection of fabric

Contains:
1 x 250 ml Textile Cleaner
1 x 250 ml Textile Protector
1 trigger
1 soft brush
1 sponge, 1 cloth
1 instruction booklet

Directions: if dry, dampen the stain with 
a little water and apply the Textile Cleaner 
directly onto the stain. Use the soft brush 
inside the Kit to assist in penetrating the 
product without damaging the fabric 
fibers. Wait for a few minutes so that the 
product has time to work. Pad the area with 
a dry cloth, do not rub. If the stain is not 
completely removed repeat the operation.

Available also in:

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.

1lt
1q
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Textile Protector 

Ingrained substances such as dust, human 
oils and grease that come in touch with 
the fabric can, in time, cause discoloring 
or stains on the fabric if they are not 
properly cleaned and protected. Textile 
Protector is an efficient and delicate water-
based protector for most kinds of fabric. It 
is a technologically advanced product to 
protect fabric from oil-, alcohol-, protein- 
and water-based stains. Textile Protector 
forms a breathable invisible barrier that 
increases the washing ability and stain 
resistance of fabric.

Pre-Test: dampen a white cloth with 
water only. Rub the fabric lightly to see if 
color is transferred to the cloth. If color is 
removed just with water, it is certain that 

any product will remove color, so in this 
case do not use the protector. If there 
is no color loss with water, gently shake 
the bottle and repeat the test with Textile 
Protector.

Routine care: Fabric Care Kit should 
be a regular program of cleaning and 
protection. For high use areas, such as 
in car interiors or armchairs we suggest 
regular cleaning.

Available also in:

Directions: if the fabric is not new, clean 
any stains with Textile Cleaner. Shake the 
Textile Protector bottle and spray uniformly 
on all of the surface to be treated until it is 
dampened. Leave to air dry naturally.

oxy Stain Remover
colored stains - consumer use

Apart from Textile Cleaner, there is also 
Oxy Stain Remover available for cleaning.
An effective water-based cleaner delicate 
on most types of fabric. It cleans colored 
stains such as wine, fruit juice, tea, oil and 
coffee. Oxy Stain Remover is easy to apply 
and does not leave residues.

Pre-Test: dampen a white cloth with 
water only. Rub the fabric lightly 
in a hidden area to see if color is 

transferred to the cloth. If color is removed 
just with water, it is certain that any product 
will remove color, so in this case do not 
use the cleaner. If there is no color loss 
with water, gently shake the bottle, spray 
Oxy Stain Remover in a hidden area, being 
sure that you are satisfied with the result.

Available also in:

Directions: spray Oxy Stain Remover directly 
onto the stain. Leave to work for about 6-
8 hours. If after this period of time, the 
stain is not completely removed repeat the 
operation. If the product has not been able 
to clean the fabric, contact our technicians.

with Textile Protector without Textile Protector

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.

5lt
1.3 gal

1lt
1q

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.
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Cold Water Extractor
Based on the extraction 
cleaning system, it squirts the 
spray detergent on command 
and then powerfully and 
efficiently vacuum it, removing 
dirt and leaving surfaces clean 
and dry. It can wash all textile 
surfaces and car interiors.  

To be used with:

FABRIC CLEANER 
Available in: 25 Kg

CONCENTRATED AUTO 
CLEANER 
Available in: 5 lt / 30 lt

FABRIC DEEP CLEANER 
Available in: 1lt

FINE FABRIC COTTON 
DETERGENT 
Available in: 1Kg
   

Steam Extractor
Multifunction device, it 
combines steam production 
with solid and liquid vacuum 
cleaning. 
The engine power can be  
electronically modulated. 
It purifies the air because of its 
water filter system possessing 
a fully automatic recharging  
system with unlimited 
autonomy.

To be used with:

CONCENTRATED AUTO 
CLEANER 
Available in: 5 lt / 30 lt

FABRIC DEEP CLEANER 
Available in: 1lt

Foam Extractor
Ideal for the cleaning and 
rapid drying of upholstery 
fabric, Foam Extractor sprinkles 
on the textile a special dense 
foam that should be vacuumed 
within a few seconds thus 
removing the dirt.
Unlike ordinary water and soap 
solution, the foam does not 
deeply penetrate but works on 
the surface exactly where the 
dirt lies. This guarantees an 
excellent performance both for 
the cleaning results as well as 
the drying time. The wet level 
of the foam can be regulated.

To be used with:

CONCENTRATED AUTO 
CLEANER 
Available in: 5 lt / 30 lt

Hot Foam Extractor
Hot Foam Extractor is an 
extracting foaming machine 
that sprinkles a special hot 
foam on the surface to be 
cleaned, it is ideal for cleaning 
upholstery fabric using a fast 
drying process. The hot foam is 
far more efficient than ordinary 
foam and the drying process is 
faster. The level of wet of the 
foam can be regulated.

To be used with:

CONCENTRATED AUTO 
CLEANER 
Available in: 5 lt / 30 lt
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Special line of professional 
Textile Cleaning products

Professional car interior & upholstery cleaning



Professional products for Extractor Machines

Fabric Cleaner

Fabric Cleaner is a soluble powder to be 
used with the extractor for cleaning fabric 
upholstery. It is to be used when sofas 
have several stains in different areas and 
so a complete cleaning is preferred rather 
than acting on single stains. It can also be 
used in cleaning carpets. Fabric Cleaner 
works efficiently and quickly thus giving an 
immediate result of the work carried out.

Pre-Test: dampen a white cloth with 
water only. Rub the fabric lightly to see if  
color is transferred to the cloth. If color is  
removed just with water, it is certain that 

any product will remove color, so in this 
case do not use the cleaner. If there is no 
color loss with water, dissolve a little Fabric 
Cleaner in  glass of water and repeat the 
operation, being sure that you are satisfied 
with the results.
Directions: dissolve 2/3 tablespoons of 
product in 4 liters of water. In order to 
avoid an excess of foam, pre-dilute Fabric 
Cleaner by mixing it well and adding it 
to the water previously inserted in the 
extractor holder. Allow the product to exit 
the machine and start cleaning. Pass the 
nozzle of the extractor on the sofa insisting 
principally on dirtier areas. Repeat the 
operation in a different direction from the 
previous application. The product does not 
leave residues so it is just necessary to allow 
time for the fabric to air dry naturally. 

Available also in:

800 gr
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25 Kg

Fine Fabric Cotton 
Detergent

Fine Fabric Cotton Detergent is a specific 
product for cotton fabric cleaning. It is 
soluble in water and usable with the 
extractor on the whole surface of the sofa.

Pre-Test: dampen a white cloth with 
water only. Rub the fabric lightly to see if 
color is transferred to the cloth. If color is 
removed just with water, it is certain that 
any product will remove color, so in this  

case do not use the cleaner. If there is no 
color loss with water, repeat the test with 
Fine Fabric Cotton Detergent, being sure 
that you are satisfied with the results.

Directions: dissolve 4/5 tablespoons of 
Fine Fabric Cotton Detergent in 4 liters of 
cold water. Add the product to the extractor 
and start cleaning all the sofa. Leave to dry 
naturally.

1 kg



Fabric Deep Cleaner

Fabric Deep Cleaner is a soluble water-
based product and used with the extractor. 
It is used when greasy marks or stains are 
present on large areas of the sofa. It can be 
added to the extractor holder together with 
Fabric Cleaner to increase efficiency. Use 
of this product allows for an immediate 
result in the work carried out.

Pre-Test: dampen with a white cloth with 
water only. Rub the fabric lightly to see if 
color is transferred to the cloth. If color is 
removed just with water, it is certain that 
any product will remove color, so in this 
case do not use the cleaner. If there is no 
color loss with water, dissolve a little of 

Fabric Deep Cleaner in a glass of water 
and repeat the test, being sure that you 
are satisfied with the results.

Directions: dissolve 4/5 tablespoons of 
Fabric Deep Cleaner in 4 liters of water 
adding it to the extractor. Allow the product 
to exit the machine and start cleaning. 
Pass the nozzle of the extractor on the sofa 
insisting principally on dirtier areas. Repeat 
the operation in a different direction from 
the previous application. The product does 
not leave residues so it is just necessary 
to allow time for the fabric to air dry 
naturally.

1lt / 1 quart
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Concentrated Auto Cleaner

Concentrated Auto Cleaner is a purpose-
fully studied cleaner for the cleaning the 

interior of automotive fabric seated areas.

Its formulation makes it particularly 
effective for the professional cleaning of 
washable fabric and microfiber as well as 
for mattress sanitation.
It is applied by use of an extractor.

It can be used as it is for persistent stains 
or diluted in water up to 1:20 for routine 
cleaning. It is not necessary to rinse, thus 
saving time.

Pre-Test: dampen a white cloth with 
water only. Rub the fabric lightly to see if 
color is transferred to the cloth. If color is 
removed just with water, it is certain that 
any product will remove color, so in this 
case do not use the cleaner. If there is no 
color loss with water, repeat the test with 
diluted Concentrated Auto Cleaner, being 
sure that you are satisfied with the results.

Available also in:

30lt

5 lt/1.3 gallons



Fabric Cleaning Tool Box
The Fabric Cleaning Tool Box has been studied and 
created for the professional cleaning and protection 
of all types of fabric.

4 x 1 lt Textile Protector 

1 x 1 lt Oxy Stain Remover

3 x 800 gr Fabric Cleaner

2 x 1 lt Fabric Vanish Remover A

2 x 1 lt Fabric Vanish Remover B

2 x 250 ml Fabric Ink & Plus Remover

1 x 250 ml Fabric Rust Remover

1 x 250 ml Fabric Organic Remover

1 x 1 lt Fabric Deep Cleaner

2 x 1 Kg Fine Fabric Cotton Detergent

2 x 250 ml Fabric Odor Remover

2 x 250 ml Chewing Gum Away

5 Microfiber cloths

1 Big syringe

3 Empty bottles (250 ml) with a trigger 

2 Sponges

1 Catalog

10 Cups

1 Soft brush

Fabric Protector Plus
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How to remove stains on fabric
step-by-step assistance 
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Fabric Rust Remover
professional use

Fabric Rust Remover is a specific water-
based cleaner for cleaning rust stains from 
fabric. The product is easy to apply and 
does not leave residues.

Pre-Test: dampen a white cloth with 
water only. Rub the fabric lightly to see if 
color is transferred to the cloth. If color is 
removed just with water, it is certain that 
any product will remove color, so in this 

case do not use the cleaner. If there is 
no color loss with water, repeat the test 
with Fabric Rust Remover, being sure 
that you are satisfied with the results.

Directions: apply Fabric Rust Remover 
directly onto the rust stain and leave to 
act for a few minutes. Pad the area with a 
dry white cloth in order to absorb the rust 
molecules. Repeat the operation until the 
stain has completely disappeared.

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.

Professional products for specific stains

Fabric Vanish Remover
professional use

Fabric Vanish Remover is a professional 
cleaner composed of two components: 
Fabric Vanish Remover A and Fabric Vanish 
Remover B. Once the two products are 
united the product has best performances 
within the first 8 hours. It removes ingrained 
stains such as wine, coffee and fruit juice.

Pre-Test: dampen with a white cloth with 
water only. Rub the fabric lightly to see 
if color is transferred to the cloth. If color 

is removed just with water, it is certain 
that any product will remove color, so in 
this case do not use the cleaner. If there 
is no color loss with water, do the same 
operation with Fabric Vanish Remover, 
being sure that you are satisfied with the 
results.

Directions: mix equal parts of Fabric Vanish 
Remover A and Fabric Vanish Remover 
B in the container with the spray nozzle, 
mixing enough for removing the stain. 
Apply directly on the stain and allow time 
for the product to work. There may be an 
initial color change on the fabric due to the 
cleaning action of the product. Check the 
fabric after an hour and repeat operation if 
the stain is still visible.

1lt / 1 quart
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Fabric Ink & Plus Remover

Fabric Ink & Plus Remover is a solvent-
based product soluble in water suitable for 
ink, color, shoe cream, nail varnish and tar 
stains. It allows for removal of such stains 
just with a simple padding on the stain.

Pre-Test: dampen a white cloth with 
water only. Rub the fabric lightly to see if 
color is transferred to the cloth. If color is 
removed just with water, it is certain that 
any product will remove color, so in this
case do not use the cleaner. If there is
no color loss with water, dissolve a little
product in water and repeat the test with  

 

Fabric Ink & Plus Remover, being sure 
that you are satisfied with the results.

Directions: dilute a part of Fabric Ink & Plus 
Remover in 5 parts of water and dampen 
a soft white cloth with the mixture. Pad the 
stain and wait for a few moments so that 
the product has time to work. Afterwards,  
pad the area with a soft dry white cloth to 
absorb the stain. Repeat the operation until 
the fabric is clean again. If the stain has not 
disappeared increase the concentration of 
Fabric Ink & Plus Remover in the mixture.

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.

Chewing Gum Away 

Chewing Gum Away is a cleaning solvent-
based product effective on most of fabrics. 
Differently from many solutions or soaps, 
it does not leave residues. It removes 
chewing gum stains from fabric without 
leaving dried residues or rings.

Pre-Test: dampen a white cloth with water 
only. Rub the fabric lightly to see if color is 
transferred to the cloth. If color is removed 
just with water, it is certain that any product 
will remove color, so in this case do not use 
the cleaner. If there is no color loss with 
water, repeat the test with Chewing Gum  

Away, being sure that you are satisfied with 
the results.

Directions: Apply the product directly on 
the chewing gum and around it, without 
pre-diluting the product. Wait a few 
seconds and rub with a medium hard 
bristle brush, until the chewing gum is 
completely removed. Repeat operation if 
necessary. 

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.
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Fabric organic Remover
Specific cleaner for blood stains

Fabric Organic Remover is a specific 
waterbased cleaner for cleaning blood 
stains from fabric. The product is easy to 
apply and does not leave residues.

Pre-Test: dampen a white cloth with water 
only. Rub the fabric lightly to see if color is 
transferred to the cloth. If color is removed 
just with water, it is certain that any product 
will remove color, so in this
case do not use the cleaner. 

If there is no color loss with water, repeat 
the test with Fabric Organic Remover, being 
sure that you are satisfied with the results. 

Directions: apply Fabric Organic Remover 
directly onto the blood stain and leave to 
act for a few minutes. Pad the area with a 
dry white cloth in order to absorb the blood 
molecules. Repeat the operation until the 
stain has completely disappeared.

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.
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Fabric odor Remover

Fabric Odor Remover is a product for 
removing unpleasant smells from the sofa 
stuffing. For example, if a dog habitually lies 
on the sofa, or in case you wish to remove 
the odor left by cat urine.

Pre-Test: Test in a hidden area to be sure 
that you are satisfied with the result.

Directions: take a syringe and fill it with 
Fabric Odor Remover. Afterwards, insert 
the needle in various areas of the sofa 

 

 
and apply the product so as to dampen 
all the stuffing of the sofa. Leave to dry 
naturally. 

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.
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Microfiber Historically, the use of fiber was limited to fibers available in the natural wor-
ld. However, cotton and linen wrinkles from use and frequent washings; Silk 
requires delicate handling; Wool, was irritating to the touch. Only a century 
ago, rayon - the first manufactured fiber - was developed. Fiber chemistry 
began. Manufactured (man-made) fibers are now found in many uses, such 
as home furnishings. One of these developments is “microfiber”, which is 
increasing in popularity for furniture. 

What is Microfiber?
Microfiber is a man-made material. It is made by combining two basic fibers, 
polyester and polyamide (a nylon by product). 
How fine is microfiber? Denier is the term used to define the diameter or 
fineness of a continuous or filament fiber such as silk. It is the weight in 
grams of a 9000-meter length of fiber or yarn. The higher the number, the 
thicker the fiber. In order to be called a “microfiber,” the fiber must be less 
than one denier. Fine silk, for example, is approximately 1.25 denier. A micro-
fiber would need to be 0.9 denier or finer. Many microfibers are 0.5 to 0.6 
denier. Because microfibers are so fine, many fibers can be packed together 
very tightly. With many more fine fibers required to form a yarn, greater fiber 
surface area results in deeper, richer and brighter colors. 

The finest microfiber is remaking the world of fashion. For industrial uses, 
manufactured fibers relentlessly replace traditional materials.

It is an extremely fine synthetic fiber that can be woven into textiles with 
the texture and drape of natural-fiber cloth but with enhanced washability, 
breathability, and water repellency. Microfiber fabrics are generally lightwei-
ght (being a variety of polyester with extremely thin filaments). They resist 
wrinkling and retain their shape. They have the advantage of being relatively 
stronger than other fabrics of similar weight. They have a low cost, a great 
feel and are easy to clean and maintain.

Refer to the following pages for practical advice on how to clean and 
protect microfiber items.

 What are the advantages 
of microfiber furniture? 

 How to take care of 
your own upholstery in 
microfiber?  
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Microfiber Care Kit
Kit for cleaning Microfiber sofas
Microfiber fabrics are generally light-
weight, resist wrinkling and retain their 
shape well. They have the advantage of 
being relatively stronger than other fabrics 
of similar weight. Because microfibers 
are so fine, many fibers can be packed 
together very tightly. For this reason there 
are many deep, rich and bright colors 
available.    

With:
250 ml Microfiber Cleaner
2 double effect sponges:
   - Dry  > reviving
   - Wet > cleaning
1 microfiber cloth, Instructions

Microfiber Cleaner

Microfiber Cleaner is a water-based clean-
er for delicately and efficiently cleaning 
microfiber. It is also effective in removing 
dirt and water-based or greasy stains from 
microfiber. It will remove fresh ink from 
most microfibers.

Available also in:

Microfiber Cloth
The ultimate solution for real effective 
dusting. Use it during your dusting routine 
to keep your microfiber clean and good-
looking. Just dampen the cloth with Micro-
fiber Cleaner, squeeze it, wrap it around 
the sponge and pass over the microfiber. 
You’ll be impressed by its cleaning power. 

The Fenice Microfiber cloth is tough, re-
silient, and is manufactured to extremely 
fine degrees, a lot thinner than other syn-
thetics. 

On average, there are approximately 
90,000 microfibers in one square inch of 
a microfiber cloth.  It is this strength and 
absorbency that give rise to so many uses, 
including an amazing ability to clean and 
dry surfaces and polish at the same time.

The Fenice Microfiber cloth is washable, 
shrink-resistant and durable so it can be 
used many times. It also maintains its soft, 
luxurious feel.

5 lt
1.3 gallons

250 ml/8.5 fl. oz.
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